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Forgot your tooth brush?

No problem, you’ll get everything you need from toothbrush to cream at the
front desk. Simply ask for a list of all products.
shaving
set

oral care
set

€
1,50

€
1,50

hansaplast

nivea skin
care

nur

5€

hair
shampoo

8€
USB
adapter

13€
adidas
deo
control *

2€

DWT
hairspray

10€
billy boy
condoms

nail file

4€
tissues

3€

2€

1€

dove
creme
shower

battery
AA(A)

travel
adapter

2€

4€

12€

micro
USB kabel

13€
axe
bodyspray *

charging
cable
iphone

13€
toilet
paper

2€
please ask at the reception

2€

charging
cable
samsung

13€
labello*
sensitive

2€

* Not always available

Dear guests
and friends,
It is my pleasure to be able to
present a&o to you today with
a new look. We’ve undergone
a complete redesign that is
fitting to our concept and
our buildings: honest, playful
and a little bit different. a&o’s
character is now also reflected
in our appearance. Our
motivation and aspirations
remain the same as usual –
cheap rooms in central
locations with everything a
traveler needs these days.
The redesign of our
buildings continues to make
speedy progress. The a&o
locations in Bremen, Venice
and Berlin show where we are
heading in the future with our
buildings: modern, functional
Design-a&o’s with a lobby as
the centerpiece. The lobby, the
“living room” of the buildings, is
an always lively meeting place
for people from all around
the world. A spacious room
for well-being, relaxation,
laughing and making friends.
A place where there is always
something going on. In a
building where guests can feel
at ease in every European city
worth seeing.

By now, all a&o’s are equipped
with high-speed Wi-Fi, 24-hour
reception with snacks and
drinks and rooms in all
categories. Our goal remains
to make traveling realistic
for everyone. That’s why a&o
stands for suitable rooms at an
unbeatable value. Solo travelers,
backpackers, couples, folks
both young and old, business
people, families, school classes
and clubs – all of them will find
an appropriate product with
us and are welcome at a&o
anytime.
There is still lots to do –
we’re rolling up our sleeves for
you and getting things done
with a smile on our face.
See you soon at a&o!
With warm regards,
Oliver Winter

Content
a&o –
a new look
and
a new hostel
in Bremen
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In autumn 2017 we
opened our new hostel
in Bremen. That’s why
this edition starts with
tips and ideas on how
to discover this special
city.
Gain an impression of
the special Hanseatic
city spirit!
Our a&o there is special
too! A completely
revamped and very
smart lobby that
welcomes new arrivals
with a&o’s motto
everyone can travel.
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Bremen –
Where
History
and Future
Come
Together
Come and experience Bremen –
Gain an impression of the special
Hanseatic city spirit! Here are some
ideas to do it the ‘bremisch’ way –
which means relaxed and laid back.
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Certainly you shouldn’t neglect visiting at least
some of the touristic attractions the city has
to offer: Bremen can reminisce on 1200 years
of history. This city is steeped in tradition and
fairy-tales; at the same time they’re very openminded.
The Bremer Dom, the Schnoor (Bremen’s
oldest district) and the Böttcherstraße, with its
unusual brick architecture, each possesses its
own unique historical charm. The undisputed
top attraction and Bremen’s pride and joy:
the 600 year-old Rathaus (town hall) and the
Roland Statue. The preferential status of this
ensemble was again underscored in 2004
when it gained UNESCO World Heritage status.
Between the Rathaus and the Liebfrauenkirche,
you’ll discover a bronze statue depicting
the Bremer Stadtmusikanten (Bremen Town
Musicians) designed by Gerhard Marcks.
The Brother Grimm fairy-tale is of worldwide
renown and the statue serves as the Hanseatic
city’s landmark. For those who would like
to make a wish, just gently rub the donkey’s
legs with both hands, focus on your wish
and believe it into existence.

Checked everything off? Now it’s time to really
delve into Bremen.
Once you’ve passed through the Ostertor,
you start to enter Bremen’s most interesting
and colorful district – the “Viertel”. You’ll find
plenty of cafés and eateries where you can
take a break and just observe the goings-on
of Bremen’s day-to-day street life. It’s also
definitely worthwhile to check out the many
little shops and boutiques nestled throughout
the Viertel!
Are you drawn to the water? In that case,
we recommend an excursion to the Schlachte
(the Weserpromenade). A mere 10 minutes
by foot from town center, it’s perfect for
sauntering, boat rides or simply watching
the shipping activities from the shore. What’s
more, beer gardens galore with a maritime
flair invite you to bide awhile.
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Flea Markets

From here it isn’t far to Bremen’s youngest
district, the Überseestadt. This quarter is full
of exciting stark contrasts including one of
Europe’s biggest restoration projects. This
is where historic industrial architecture, old
docks and a modern waterfront are being
worked into a new commercial, residential
and recreational area.

At the Findorffmarkt, you can experience
one of Bremen’s lively open-air markets.
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
there’s a wealth of fresh and local products
just waiting for you.
Every Sunday from May till the middle of
September, there is a flea market at the
Bürgerweide with a good opportunity for
rummaging through old treasures. In the
cold months or for bigger events, they move
elsewhere but you can find the new spot
easily online or just ask our employees.

Nightlife in Bremen –
Ready to hit the town?
In the Viertel you can have it all: lovely pubs,
bars, clubs, live music and dancing.
A weekend alternative: the Rembertiring
(club mile). Between the central station and
town center there’s large discos, clubs and
bars. Also plenty of spots to secure a snack
past midnight!
Current info on events can be accessed
at “Nightlife Bremen” online.

You prefer a little
greenery?
No problem! Bremen stands out with its green
terrain, idyllic parks and enchanting gardens.
Must see:
1.	The Bürgerpark is easily reached by foot or
bicycle from our a&o (20 minutes max.).
2.	To reach the Rhododendron-Park, take
the train 4s (direction Lilienthal) from the
central station to Bremen Horn. From there
you can choose if you want to walk the last
meters or take the bus 31 Nedderland for
two stations.
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For the family

Bremen for free

If you don’t know where to go with your family,
check out this place. From May to September,
the actors of the Theater Interaktiwo are
putting on the Bremen Town Musicians fairytale. It’s always on Sunday and free of charge.
You can find it at the cathedral court which
you can reach either by foot (17 minutes
from our hostel) or comfortably by train 25
(direction Osterwald) to Bremen Schüsselkorb
(only in German!).

Great experiences don’t always come with
a price tag. Here are 5 attractions completely
free of charge.
1.	Visit the Bamberger Hochhaus, weather
permitting. This viewing platform on the
ninth floor offers you a spectacular view
over Bremen. (Faulenstraße 69)
2.	The Stadtteilfarm Huchtingen is a farm
you can explore independently and
is particularly great for families. Every
Tuesday till Friday there is an open
afternoon program for children from
the age of eight and older.

Other attractions:
• The puppet theater “Mensch Puppe”
at Schildstraße 21 (only in German).
• Café Sand – Strandweg 106 (for volleyball or just for chilling at the beach).
• Weser-Stadion guided tour,
Franz-Böhmert-Straße 1

3.	On the website of the tourism head
quarters, you can download a free audio
guide and explore the city on your terms.
Or every Saturday at noon, there is a
free walking tour of the city for groups.
Meeting point is at the Roland statue (ask
at the reception for available languages).
4.	It’s play time. In Bremen Mitte there’s the
Highlander Games where you can try out
a bunch of different fantasy and board
games.
5.	Last but not least, we want to introduce
you to the free organ recital in the Bremen
Cathedral. Every weekday at noon, you can
listen to the beautiful organ accompanying
the midday prayer.

And eventually you’ll
get hungry...
The Friesenhof Bremen is not necessarily
our favorite but it’s a solid value in any case.
This German seafood restaurant has already
persuaded many guests with its northern
cuisine. Hinter dem Schüttling 12/13
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Bremerhaven

A slew of restaurants in the town center
serve regional Bremer specialties such as
Knipp (sausage), smelt or lobscouse.

And how about an excursion to the coast,
just an hour north to Bremerhaven? Buses
and trains travel there once an hour, but it’s
probably best to ask at your Hostel for the
best connection.

Just want to stop for a small snack? Have a
look at ‘Esszimmer’. It’s quick, fresh and cheap.
A mix between German and fast food, it is
famous for their burgers which also cater to
vegetarian guests. Locals really recommend it.
At EDU Shopping Mall, Duckwitzstraße 55

The two highlights at the Weserdeich are
the Deutsche Auswandererhaus (German
Emigration House) and the Klimahaus (Climate
House), where you can traverse the globe
examining the various climate conditions firsthand. Those who want to see even more of the
world can proceed to the Zoo am Meer ( zoo
by the sea) and get swept to faraway lands by
a myriad of (mostly) aquatic life.

Did you hear about B&B? A visit to Bremen
is never complete without eating a grilled
sausage at A. Stockhinger & Sohn, according
to the internet. It’s a must have for everyone
who likes sausages and German potato salad.
Check it out!

Also of interest: the Deutsche Schifffahrts
museum with over 500 ships and ship models –
from whalers to emigrant ships. Don’t overlook
the shopping center Mediterraneo, with their
recreation of a small Italian town surrounded
by shops, cafés, restaurants and a market
square.

The entrance to Germany’s oldest wine cellar
Ratskeller can be accessed from the western
flank of the Rathaus. Good wine and food since
1409. The impressive vaulted room with its
columns and ornate wine casks has received
many famous guests, including a certain poet
by the name of Heinrich Heine.

Looking for more inspiration?
Ask our local employees for current tips!
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Sightseeing

Bamberger Hochhaus
From this highrise’s
rooftop terrace, you’ll
have an incredible view
in all directions. You can
go up and check out this
impressive rooftop garden
during the community
college’s opening hours.
Bremen’s highest situated
urban gardening project.
Faulenstraße 69
Nightlife

Bar Freytag
The ideal spot to kick off
your night. Special events
are regularly taking place
here. But you’ll really be
impressed with their gin
selection – don’t be shy,
their barkeepers will be
happy to serve up your
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very own unique cocktail
creation.
Bötcherstraße 3 – 5
www.freytag.bar
Nightlife

Blauer Fasan
Bremen’s best cocktails!
In a cozy atmosphere near
the Schlachte, choose from
all the standards throughout the cocktail cosmos
and more.
Langenstraße 81
www.blauerfasan.de
Shopping

Bonbon Manufaktur
Near the Bremer Marktplatz,
in the Handwerkhof on
Böttcherstraße, resides the
Bonbon-Manufaktur. This is
where candies of all shapes
and colors are traditionally
hand-crafted. A window
grants you a glimpse into

the Bonbon kitchen where
the pros are hard at
work creating these little
delicacies.
Böttcherstr. 8
www.bremer-bonbonmanufaktur.de
Sightseeing

Böttcherstraße
There’s worse places to end
up than this winding alleyway.
We recommend a visit to the
Paula Modersohn-Becker
Museum – or simply stroll
along taking in the multitude
of galleries and crafts
stores. Beyond the stunning
archictecture itself, catch a
glimpse of the famed Bremer
Glockenspiel. It rings every
hour between 12 – 18h (except
in Winter). The end can be
bitter sweet if you head
to the Bonbonmanufaktur
(candy factory).

Bremen
Eat and Drink

Bratwurstglöckl A. Stockhinger & Sohn
A MUST for all of Bremen’s
visitors! Here you’ll discover
Bremen’s best bratwurst
(going back over 35 years).
Need we say more?
Schlachte 1
Culture

Bremer Rathaus
If you find yourself at the
Marktplatz and still have
time to spare, then check
out the guided tour of one
of Germany’s most beautiful
town halls. Inspecting the
interiors is well worth it,
and you’ll learn a lot about
Bremen’s storied history.
Since 2004, this town hall –
together with the Roland
statue – are listed UNESCO
World Heritage sites.
Am Markt 21
www.rathaus.bremen.de
Sightseeing

Bürgerpark
Worth a visit any time of
year! Boasting a petting
zoo, a forest stage and
rowboats for rent, you’ll
find everything you need to
properly unwind within this
green oasis. You can also
eat very well at Café Emma
am See.
www.buergerpark.de
Eat and Drink

Café Sand
The Café Sand is wellknown for its gorgeous

location and unique view
overlooking the Weser
as far as the Osterdeich.
Weather permitting, you
can chill on the terrace or
relax on their sandy beach.
Strandweg 106
www.cafe-sand.de
Eat and Drink

Esszimmer
Whether it’s the super duper
breakfast buffet for 5.90 €,
a quick snack in between
or a proper meal – The
Esszimmer is just right for all
occasions. Always fresh and
friendly, it’s easy to keep
coming by for a bite to eat.
Reeder-Bischoff-Str. 36
www.esszimmer-bremen.de
Museum

Focke-Museum
Have a look at 1,200 years
of Bremen history in
Bremen’s state museum
of art and cultural history.
Schwachhauser
Heerstraße 240
www.focke-museum.de
Eat and Drink

Friesenhof
This is your chance to
try out some authentic
traditional cuisine from
Bremen. Enjoying a superb
location, they also offer
seafood at fair prices. For
those on a budget, just ask
for the daily special or come
by for a lunch menu.
Hinter dem Schüttling 12/13
www.friesenhof-bremen.de

Museum

German
Emigration
Center
Could there be a more
appropriate location for
an emigration museum
than at the Neuen Hafen in
Bremerhaven? From here
between 1852 and 1890, ca.
1.2 million people embarked
on their journey to the New
World. The first building
elucidates what it meant
for these people emigrating
to the New World. An
extension building houses
300 years worth of history
on immigration to Germany.
They won the European
Museum of the Year Award
already in 2007 for the dual
coverage of historical and
contemporary migration
patterns.
Columbusstraße 65,
27568 Bremerhaven
www.dah-bremerhaven.de
Museum

German
Maritime
Museum
Spanning medieval ship
wrecks from 1380 to ocean
liner behemoths of our
day – this is where we learn
everything about day-today maritime life and the
scientific and technical
advancements in shipping.
Hans-Scharoun-Platz 1,
Bremerhaven
www.dsm.museum
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Museum

Sightseeing

Heldenbar

Kunsthalle Bremen

Schnoorviertel

In the middle of this trendy
neighborhood (especially
with students), you can
find this well-frequented
bar. On the 2nd floor, they
offer craft beer and other
specialties, not to mention a
brilliant view overlooking the
bustling quarter. The pleasant
ambience invites you to linger.
Ostertorsteinweg 105
www.facebook.com/heldenbar.
bremen

The permanent collection
features art from between
the 14th and 21st centuries. In
addition, there are constantly
great special exhibitions,
such as “Gift Wrapping
Paper. From Dürer to Grosz”
(until 1 April 2018), “Cold
Light and Endless Sea. Dutch
Master Drawings and their
Restorations” (7 March –
1 July 2018), and next summer
they pose the question “What
is Love? From Cupid to Tinder”
(7 July – 21 October 2018).
Am Wall 207
www.kunsthalle-bremen.de

For this rather small, yet
wonderfully preserved part
of Bremen’s historical old
town, plan to bring enough
time. The listed buildings with
tiny shops, pubs, restaurants
and cafés offer their very
own particular brand of
charm. Despite the influx of
tourists here, daily life in the
Hanseatic city is very pleasant
from this vantage point.

Eat and Drink

Kleiner Olymp
This is where you’ll find
an amazing selection of
fish right in the middle of
Schnoorviertel. And if you
manage to snag one of the
highly coveted outdoor tables,
you’ll savor this typical North
German fare in the perfect
ambience. Advisable to
reserve on weekends.
Hinter der Holzpforte 20
www.kleiner-olymp.de
Museum

Klimahaus Bremerhaven
Do you know the connection
between weather and
climate? Not really? Then you
have to come to Klimahaus
Bremerhaven and make a
journey around the world,
following the different climate
zones along the eighth
longitude east.
Am Längengrad 8,
Bremerhaven
www.klimahaus-bremerhaven.
de
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Sightseeing

Marktplatz
One of the city’s oldest
town squares, where you’ll
discover one attraction
after another. The Bremer
Rathaus (town hall), the
Schütting (merchants’
guild house), the Haus der
Bürgerschaft (Bremen’s
House of Parliament), the
Bremer Dom (Cathedral), the
Roland (statue) and of course
the Stadtmusikanten (town
musicians) all contribute
to the perfect historical
backdrop for photos. You
can get yourself a coffee
or beer at one of the many
establishments surrounding
this square. Complete the
Hanseatic experience by
ordering the Lobscouse at
the Ratskeller.

Sightseeing

St. Petri Dom
The Bremer Dom at Markt
platz with its two towers
symbolically represent the
cityscape. Looking back
through the cathedral’s
1200 year history, it started
out as Catholic, became
Calvinist during the
Reformation and eventually
settled as Evangelical
Lutheran. Also worthwhile
is climbing one of the two
towers and paying the bible
garden a visit.
Sandstraße 10 – 12
www.stpetridom.de
Culture

Theaterschiff
Every night they put on two
separate shows. Both theaters
are fairly small, but this only
helps to create that special
Theaterschiff experience in a
wonderfully cozy atmosphere.
Tiefer 104/ Anleger 4
www.theaterschiff-bremen.de

Bremen
Eat and Drink

Union Brauerei
This antiquated building
has acquired a new zest in
the Osterfeuerbergviertel
in Bremen-Walle. Founded
in 1907 by Bremen’s master
brewers, it closed for a time
in 1968 to the chagrin of
Bremen’s inhabitants. For two
years now, this brewery has
been re-establishing the art
of craft brewing in Bremen.
They also offer tours, tastings,
the glass Sudhaus, events and
even their own restaurant.
Historical photos of the old
Union adorn the walls of the
new one.
Theodorstraße 13
brauerei-bremen.de
Museum

Universum Bremen
In this interactive museum,
you can try out everything
yourself! The thematic areas
of Humans, Nature and
Technology have roughly
300 total exhibits. Among
those is a lie detector, a
button gallery in total
darkness and the possibility
to experience the tremors
of an earthquake.
Wiener Straße 1 a
www.universum-bremen.de
Museum

Weserburg –
Museum of Modern Art
In the middle of the Weser
River, on a small island, you
will find Bremen’s museum
of modern art. What makes
this museum so special? It

presents private European
collections and gives us
individual perspectives on
contemporary art, e.g. in
special exhibitions like
“Where Does Your Heart
Belong? – Works from
the Signum Foundation”
(16 March – 2 September
2018), or “Cindy Sherman –
Works from the Olbricht
Collection” (19 May 2018 –
24 February 2019).
Teerhof 20
www.weserburg.de
Museum

Wuseum –
the Werder
Museum
It doesn’t take a Werder
fan to fully appreciate the
Wuseum, the official museum
of the soccer club Werder

Bremen. An impressive
115 years of club history
take you through the most
thrilling moments, a shrine
of championship trophies
and cups, an extensive jersey
collection and the early
beginnings of the German
Bundesliga.
Franz-Böhmert-Straße 1
Buildings & Parks

Zoo am Meer
This zoo is situated right at
the dike, next to the large
lighthouse with a cornucopia
of aquatic life. And just like
in all other zoos, there’s high
a concentration of youngling
Homo sapiens shuffling
around with their parents.
H.-H.-Meier-Straße 7,
Bremerhaven
www.zoo-am-meerbremerhaven.demuseum

bremen.de
Have a walk on the banks of the river Weser, see the
numerous little houses with delightfully peaked gables,
feel the city’s late medieval history.
   
  

Bürgerpark, Rhododendron-Park, Schlachte
Town Hall, Cathedral, Havenwelten
Angelique Kerber, Ben Becker, Jan Böhmermann
and the Bremen Town Musicians
Schnoor quarter, Lloyd Passage
Hochzeitssuppe, Labskaus
Weser
single ticket: 2.80 €, 4 trips: 10.20 €
day ticket 1 - 5 pers.: 8 - 18.40 €
a&o Bremen Hbf
Friedrich-Rauers-Straße 20a
D-28195 Bremen
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Dictionary

How do you say
it in …?
German

English

Dutch

Hallo

Hello

Hallo!

Guten Tag

Hello, good afternoon

Goedendag!

Tschüss

Bye

Tschö

Auf Wiedersehen

Goodbye

Tot ziens!

Ja

yes

Ja

Nein

no

Nee

Danke

Thank you

Bedankt!

Bitte!

You’re welcome

Graag gedaan!

Prost!

Cheers!

Proost!

Entschuldigung

Excuse me

Sorry, …

Hilfe

Help

Help!

Toilette

Toilet

WC

Ich heiße ...

My name is …

Ik heet …

Ich hätte gerne …

I would like to have

Ik had graag …

Was kostet ...?

How much does it cost?

Wat kost ...?

Zahlen bitte!

I’d like to pay, please!

Ik wil graag betalen!

Ich spreche kein …

I don’t speak …

Ik spreek geen Nederlands.

Eingang

Entrance

Ingang/Entree

Ausgang

Exit

Uitgang

Sprechen Sie Englisch?

Do you speak english?

Spreekt u Engels?

Wo ist die Toilette?

Where is the bathroom?

Waar is het toilet?
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A small language guide to help
you navigate through all a&o-cities
without embarrassing yourself.

Danish

Italian

Hej!

Ciao!

Goddag!

Buongiorno!

Vi ses!

Ciao!

Farvel!

Arrivederci!

ja

Si.

nej

No.

Tak!

Grazie!

Velbekom!

Prego! (Di niente)

Skål!

Salute!

Undskyld, …

Scusi ...

Hjælp!

Aiuto!

Toilet

il bagno

Jeg hedder ...

Mi chiamo ...

Jeg ville gerne have ...

Vorrei ...

Hvad koster ... ?

Quanto costa ...?

Kan jeg betale?

il conto per favore!

Jeg taler ikke dansk.

Non parlo italiano.

Indgang

Entrata

Udgang

Uscita

Taler du engelsk?

Parli inglese?

Hvor er toilettet?

Dov’è il bagno?
15

Aachen

Shopping

Culture

Bäng Bäng

Centre Charlemagne

This tiny shop near the
Elisenbrunnen doesn’t hawk
firearms but comics instead:
they carry everything from
Asterix to X-Men to the
delight of fanboys and girls
throughout the region.
Wirichsbongardstr. 34
www.baengbaeng.de

Aachen’s latest city museum.
At its core are the epochs
when the city was closest
to the rest of Europe: during
Charlemagne’s reign, as a
front city during both World
Wars and today as European
city that once a year grants
the Charlemagne Prize to
a European who has made
great endeavors.
Katschhof 1
www.centre-charlemagne.eu

Eat and Drink

Café Egmont
Beautiful cafe with lots of
wood, marble and mirrors,
reminiscent of the turn-of-thecentury atmosphere of those
elegant cafes and bistros in
Paris. In the morning, they
serve breakfast with German
and international newspapers
and magazines. At night it
transforms into a stylish and
trendy bar with live music.
Pontstr. 1 – 3
www.cafe-egmont.de
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Event

CHIO World
Equestrian Festival
Aachen is Germany’s
Horse Capital and since
1924 the official host of the
most famous equestrian
tournament in the world,
the “Concours Hippique

International Officiel”. From
13 to 22 July 2018, the world’s
best riders and horses will
compete in a variety of
disciplines, such as show
jumping, dressage, fourin-hand driving, eventing
and vaulting. Acclaimed
not only in the entire city
of Aachen but worldwide as
well, this event creates an
incomparable intoxicating
mood that leaves no one
unmoved. A spectacular
parade of colorful figures
depicting horses and
numerous traditional
equestrian shops are a
reflection of the city’s
undying passion for horses,
not only during the CHIO
tournament.
Albert-Servais-Allee 50
www.chioaachen.de

Aachen
Sightseeing

Excursion to Maastricht
This lovely town is the
capital of the Dutch province
Limburg and just a stone’s
throw from Aachen. The
Veolia-Bus 50 runs every
15 minutes (on weekends
every 30 min.) across the
border and then up to the
Meuse river. It’s a great place
for shopping and make sure
to try the regional specialties
(fried but delicious). Relax
at a rustic pub and take a
“Biertje” (small) or “Randje”
(big) while Maastricht’s
plethora of students hustle
between lecture hall, library
and faculty; they lend this
picturesque town its winning
charm.
Nightlife

each bite, here you’ll conquer
your appetite. The hearty
sausage creations from
throughout Germany are
served with Eifel farm-baked
bread and cask-conditioned
beer from the Eifeler Vulkan
brauerei. An homage to the
art of sausage-making with a
fantastic view of the Dome.
Münsterplatz 6
www.hanswurst.de
Museum

International
Newspaper Museum
Why does Donald Trump want
to give us “alternative facts”?
Why does he think that
journalists are “among the
most dishonest human beings
on earth”? Time to think about
it. 200,000 international
newspapers from five

Freiraum
Aachen’s party hotspot is
located in the heart of the
Pontviertel. It feels like
two clubs for the price of
one: “Freiraum downstairs”
(Electronica, entrance at
Pontstraße) and “Freiraum
upstairs” (Black Music,
entrance at Milchstraße).
Inside, a wide staircase
bridges the two areas.
Pontstraße 141 – 149
www.facebook.com/
freiraum.aachen
Eat and Drink

HANSwurst –
Das Wurstrestaurant
No matter a small or a large
Hanswurst, whether on the
quick or with time to savor

centuries exhibited via
multimedia. It has less to
do with the actual reading
of newspapers, but instead
focuses on the media outlets
themselves with themes
such as “From the Event to
the News”, “Truth or Lie”.
Pontstr. 13
www.izm.de
Eat and Drink

Kathy’s Frietnesse
The hottest fry hut in town
is open for you until 5 in the
morning (on Sundays until
1 am). Kathy throws just about
everything into her fryer:
Dutch Frikandeln, thick cut
Belgian fries and even
chocolate bars.
Pontstr. 101 – 1

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

aachen.de
Spa town at the tri-border region of Germany – Belgium –
The Netherlands. Coronation and imperial city.
   
  

Kurgarten, Elisengarten
Drehturm, Dom
Karl der Große (Charlemagne) 747 – 814
Krämerstraße, Adalbertstraße, Pontstraße
Poschweck, Reisfladen, Printen
many fountains
ticket: from 2.70 €, day ticket: from 7.50 €
euroregio-ticket: 18.50 € (1 day, 1 person, 3 countries,
on weekends for 2 adults + 3 children up to 12 yrs )
a&o Aachen Hbf
Hackländerstraße 5
D-52064 Aachen
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Amsterdam

Sightseeing

A’DAM Lookout
At the apex of the A’DAM
Toren (Tower) you’ll enjoy
the best view overlooking
the city. An interactive
exhibit grants you a glimpse
into Amsterdam’s storied
past, while at the Skybar
you can drink to the present.
Adrenaline junkies can take
advantage of Europe’s largest
swing attraction. From
the central station, a ferry
takes you across the Ij to the
A’DAM tower free of charge.
Overhoeksplein 5
www.adamlookout.com
Sightseeing

Alkmaar
Cheese Market
Here’s a tip for 10 o’clock
on Fridays. A visit to the
world-famous cheese
market in Alkmaar, which
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is just a 30 min train ride
from Amsterdam. At the
marketplace, you can watch
the cheese carriers traversing
the cheese stacks with their
delightful “tiny steps”. And
why don’t you combine your
stay there with a visit to the
Dutch Cheese Museum and a
stroll through the picturesque
alleys of this beautiful
little town… Absolutely
worthwhile!
Waagplein 2, 1811 JP Alkmaar
www.cheesemarket.nl
Museum

Amsterdam Museum
This monumental building
complex contains the
1000-year-old history of
Amsterdam. Observe, read,
listen and understand why
the city has become the way
it is today. Or you take the
fast lane in the “Amsterdam

DNA” presentation, which
offers a captivating one-hour
overview of Amsterdam’s
history. You can also access
the “City Guard Gallery”, one
of the few freely accessible
“museum streets” in the world.
Kalverstraat 92
www.Amsterdammuseum.nl
Memorial

Anne Frank House
Within this house, Anne
Frank and seven others took
refuge in a tiny hidden room
concealed by a moveable
bookcase for two long years.
Eventually she would be
deported to a concentration
camp where she would die at
the age of 15. The exhibit is
a disturbing reminder of the
atrocities committed by the
Nazi regime.
Prinsengracht 267
www.annefrank.org

Amsterdam

Chinatown in Amsterdam
offers a multitude of good
restaurants, for example this
Thai restaurant. If you want to
find out if it’s worth standing
in line, just look directly
opposite in the window of
“The Bird – Snack”.
Zeedijk 72 74
www.thai-bird.nl
Eat and Drink

Café Chris
At the oldest Café Bruin
(these brown cafés are
basically pubs), they’ve been
serving drinks since 1624,
and playing pool for ages too.
Bloemstraat 42
www.cafechris.nl
Sightseeing

Canal Cruise
Why were Amsterdam’s
famous canals awarded
UNESCO’s World Heritage
status? The boat tours of
Lovers and Stomma shipping
companies have the answer.
The cruise boats take you
along the impressive canalside houses with clock,
spout and neck gables, the
Zevenbogenbruggengracht,
the Magere Bridge, the VOCship and the docks.
Prins Hendrikkade
(opposite Central Station)
www.lovers.nl
www.stromma.com
Eat and Drink

De Taart van m’n Tante
This is where locals and
tourists alike converge for

a slice of “Auntie’s cake”. You
can also order entire cakes
and have them customized
for your next birthday or
wedding. Meanwhile, they
also opened a second location
at Ferdinand Bolstraat 10: the
confectionery “De Taart van
m’n Tante” with the little bed
& breakfast “Cake Under My
Pillow”.
1e Jacob van Campenstraat 35
www.detaart.com

save
money
while
sleeping.
aohostels.com

Eat and Drink

Bird

bed
from
12€

Museum

Diamond Museum
Everything on the 400-year
history of the most beautiful
and hardest of all gems.
Besides documentaries about
formation, mining, processing
and trade, they also have
films on the most spectacular
diamond heists of all time.
The main attractions are of
course the precious stones
themselves and the famous
pieces of jewelry, such as the
“Katana Sword”, a replica of
Vincent Van Gogh’s “Starry
Night” and the diamondencrusted Gorilla Skull
inspired by Damien Hirst.
Paulus Potterstraat 8
www.
diamantmuseumamsterdam.nl
Eat and Drink

Haesje Claes
This is the place to go
for traditional Dutch
food – not the cheapest,
but one of the best. No
chance without reservation
(Tel. +31 20 6249998).
Spuistraat 273 – 275
www.haesjeclaes.nl

everyone can travel

a&o

Eat and Drink

Heineken Experience
Beer lovers paradise!
You’ll be in awe of these
decommissioned brewery
buildings with their
authentic interiors from
the 19th century and all the
precious old photography.
The interactive exhibition
on four levels reveals the
traditional brewing process
and the history of the
brewery itself. At the very
end, after the obligatory
beer tasting, you can pick up
your complimentary original
Heineken glass.
Stadhouderskade 78
www.heinekenexperience.com
Museum

Hermitage Museum
If you’re in no mood for
visiting Russia at the moment,
here’s an alternative. At
the biggest branch of
St. Petersburg’s famous
Hermitage, you can get to
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Amsterdam
know a swath of Russian
history, art and culture.
There are also temporary
exhibitions changing on a
6-month basis.
Amstel 51
www.hermitage.nl
Museum

Het Scheepvaartmuseum (Maritime
Museum)
This representative museum
was originally conceived
in 1656 as a storehouse for
Amsterdam’s naval fleet. Its
impressive courtyard, the
Open Pleyn, is canopied by a
multitude of glass fragments.
Come and experience one of
the world’s largest maritime
collections that includes
globes, paintings and ship
models. An underlying
theme is Holland’s history of
seafaring and in particular,
their role as a colonial power.
It’s a bonafide treasure island
for lovers of maritime tales.
Kattenburgerplein 1
www.hetscheepvaartmuseum.
nl
Eat and Drink

Jacketz
Affordable, solid, something
for everyone: ½ potato with
vegan or vegetarian toppings
for one – a giant potato
(500 grams) with chili con
carne and pulled pork for
the other.
Kinkerstraat 56
www.jacketz.nl
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Eat and Drink

Kantjil & de Tijger
Very popular for Indonesian
food. Nothing fancy, but
always ok, also for those
who like it in a box, “to go”.
Spuistraat 291 – 293
www.kantjil.nl
Eat and Drink

Kenko Kitchen
Sushi, sashimi, salad, noodles,
delicious and light… and
a good place for peoplewatching.
Gustav Mahlerlaan 50
www.kenkokitchen.nl
Sightseeing

Keukenhof
From 22 March until 13 May
2018. Just an hour from
Amsterdam, you’ll discover
Holland’s favorite daytrip
destination with gardens
and tulip fields as far as the
eye can see. Each year in the
spring, 7 million bloomers
give the gardens their first
burst of color. The perfect
one day-excursion! Tickets
including bus transfer
can be booked through
www.365Tickets.de.
Stationsweg 166 a
www.keukenhof.nl

with little bits and bites of
traditional Dutch kitchen.
Rozengracht 251
www.moeders.com
Museum

NEMO Science Center
The roof of this technologymuseum is a popular
meeting and viewing point.
On four levels below, the
exhibition displays objects
and interactive experiments
from all fields of science. In
front of the NEMO lies the
best conserved shipwreck
of the Dutch East Indian
Company: the merchant-ship
“Amsterdam” from the 18th
century.
Oosterdok 2
www.e-nemo.nl
Nightlife

Paradiso
When the ‘Cosmic Relaxation
Center Paradiso’ opened ist
doors from within a former
church in 1968, no one
could have predicted this
concert hall / disco / cultural
center / club would still be
one of the hottest nightlife
tickets in 2017.
Weteringschans 6 – 8
www.paradiso.nl

Eat and Drink

Museum

Moeders (mothers)

Rembrandthouse

If you want to enjoy typical
Dutch cuisine in a homey
and cozy atmosphere, then
this is the right place for you.
The good old home cooking
reminds of Dutch mothers
everywhere. Try a plate

Rembrandt van Rijn worked
and lived in this house for
nearly 20 years (1639 – 1658).
World-famous paintings (The
Night Watch) and prints (The
Hundred Guilder Print) were
conceived here. Dozens of

Amsterdam
17th century artists received
their training under this roof.
It’s also home to an impressive
collection of paintings,
graphics, etchings, drawings
and copperplate engravings.
Jodenbreestraat 4
www.rembrandthuis.nl
Museum

Rijksmuseum
At Holland’s biggest museum,
you can marvel the “The
Night Watch” (Rembrandt)
and the works of many other
Dutch masters. Together with
other important art objects,
they help you to relive
Amsterdam’s 800-year history,
from the Middle Ages through
modernity. This winter there
will be two special exhibitions,
presenting Johan Maelwael
and Matthijs Maris (6 October
2017 – 7 January 2018).
Museumstraat 1
www.rijksmuseum.nl

Museum

Stedelijk Museum
Built in 1895, this fully
renovated art museum is
dedicated to modern and
contemporary art and design.
Its collection is world-famous
and the biggest of its kind in
the Netherlands. The next
current special exhibitions
are “I am a native foreigner –
aspects of migration in the
collection of the Stedelijk
Museum (23 September 2017 –
3 June 2018) and “Jump into
the Future – the Borgmann
Donation” (26 Novemebr
2017 – 8 April 2018).
Museumplein 10
www.stedelijk.nl
Cinema

The Virtual Reality
Cinema Amsterdam
Fifty lounge chairs that
can rotate 360° combined

with a VR headset: get
ready to dive into the world
of Virtual Reality Cinema.
Now you’re in the middle of
the action, surrounded by
characters from the story.
This world seems so familiar
and yet so strangely foreign.
Oosterdokskade 5
www.thevrcinema.com
Museum

Van Gogh Museum
The world’s largest Van
Gogh collection, featuring
more than 200 paintings,
500 drawings, over
700 letters and Japanese
woodcarvings. The next
special exhibition will present
Paris seen by Dutch painters:
“The Dutch in Paris 1789 – 1914”
(13 October 2017 – 7 January
2018).
Museumplein 6
www.vangoghmuseum.nl

Buildings & Parks

Ripley’s Believe it
or not! Amsterdam
A venue of unparalleled
wonder and fascination.
Robert Ripley, also dubbed
the modern Marco Polo, spent
35 years combing the earth
for inexplicable, otherworldly
curiosities. He first published
these in his books, and then
via radio and television. Today
we are left with these puzzling
artefacts at his Ripley’s
Believe it or not! museums.
Dam 21
www.ripleysamsterdam.com

amsterdam.nl
Capital of the Netherlands, port city, center of trade and
commerce, 6 windmills, 2500 house boats and 165 canals.
   

Amstelpark, Beatrixpark, Hortus Botanicus
Amsterdam
Zuiderkerk, Café de Jaren, De Pont, De Kompaszaal
Vlaamse friet, P.C. Hoofdstraat & De 9 Straatjes
Poffertjes, oude Kaas
Amstel, Ijsselmeer
single ticket: from 2.90 €, day ticket: from 7.50 €
2 day ticket: from 12.50 €
a&o Amsterdam Zuidoost
Hogehilweg 22
nl-1101 cd Amsterdam Zuidoost
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Berlin

Event

Eat and Drink

Buildings & Parks

10th Berlin Biennale
for Contemporary Art

1990 vegan living

Beelitz-Heilstätten
Treetop Path

9 June – 9 September
2018. One of Europe’s
major art events. It will be
organized by KW Institute
for Contemporary Art.
This year’s curator is Gabi
Ngcobo, a founding member
of the Johannesburg based
collaborative platforms
“NGO – Nothing Gets
Organised” and “Center for
Historical Reenactments”.
Venues and dates of all the
events can be found on their
website.
Kunst-Werke Berlin,
Auguststr. 69, Mitte
www.berlinbiennale.de
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Vegan Vietnamese Tapas,
served in charming blue
and white bowls, best when
shared with friends so that
you can try as many dishes
as possible.
Krossener Str. 19,
Friedrichshain
www.restaurant1990.de
Nightlife

Avenue
This fancy club is located in
the cellar of Café Moscow,
across from Kino International.
The interior is a winning
combination of 50’s historic
monument protection and
state-of-the-art technology.
Karl-Marx-Allee 34,
Friedrichshain
www.avenue-berlin.com

This treetop path (over
300 meters long and up to
23 meters high) extends over
the ruins of a former women’s
pulmonary hospital. After the
second world war and until
1994, this was the site of the
Soviet Union’s biggest military
hospital abroad. Now there’s
tours along the treetop path
and time travel path with
access to the surgery pavilion.
Straße nach Fichtenwalde 13,
Potsdam
www.baumundzeit.de
Eat and Drink

Benedict
Breakfast 24/7. A hot spot in
Tel Aviv – and now you get

Berlin
those eggs Benedict with
smoked salmon and so much
more also in Berlin.
Uhlandstraße 49, Wilmersdorf
www.benedict-breakfast.de
Museum

Berlin Story Bunker
In a gigantic bunker from
the Second World War,
three exhibitions are being
shown: “Hitler - how could it
happen” shows how Germany
turned into a brutal regime
of terror. It all began with
someone promising to make
Germany great again and
ended with Hitler’s suicide
in the Führerbunker. On
three floors, text in German/
English, ca. 90 min. No time
to rest - history is being made:
in “Berlin Story Museum”,
it’s the story of this exciting
city, includes audio guides,
duration ca. 60 min. Finally,
the story about why the
bunker was built, who was
hiding in it, how the SS blew
up the S-Bahn tunnel; all this
imparted by a guide, duration
60 min.
Schöneberger Str. 23a,
Kreuzberg
www.BerlinStory-Bunker.de

Memorial

Berlin Wall Memorial
Bernauer Straße separates
the districts Wedding and
Mitte. Until 1989, the Wall
ran here. The documentation
center on the history of
Berlin’s division was opened
in November 1999. The
memorial shows a piece of
the Berlin Wall and conveys
an impression not only of the
border installation, but also
of the dramatic events which
took place at this location.
Bernauer Str. 119, Mitte
www.berliner-mauergedenkstaette.de

try
the ne w
app

Berlin

for young people
Berlin Guidebook + app,
280 pages of information,
city maps, impressions, tips
for your days and nights,
in good bookshops or here:
Tel +49-30 28 39 23 13
www.young-berlin.de

Memorial

BlackBox Cold War
At Checkpoint Charlie, this
black information cube –
with 16 media stations
and small movie theater –
imparts accounts of the cold
war and a divided Germany.
This edgy black box
separates itself from the runof-the-mill tourist gimmickry
(silly souvenirs, costumed
actors and trabi safaris).
Eventually, a “Cold War
Center” could emerge here,

but local politicians must see
eye to eye before it can be
realized. There has already
been a great deal of positive
resonance and support from
abroad (especially from the
U.S.) regarding this endeavor.
Friedrichstr. 47, Mitte
www.zentrum-kalter-krieg.de

AUSSTELLUNG BLACKBOX KALTER KRIEG

EXHIBITION BLACKBOX COLD WAR
Checkpoint Charlie
Friedrichstraße 47 / Ecke Zimmerstraße | 10117 Berlin-Mitte
Täglich 10 bis 18 Uhr | Daily 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Besucherservice | Visitors’ service
Mehr Information | More information

info@bfgg.de
www.zentrum-kalter-krieg.de

HERE, CONTEMPORARY HISTORY COMES ALIVE

HIER WIRD ZEITGESCHICHTE LEBENDIG
anzeige_aktual_010214.indd 1
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Berlin
Culture

Chamäleon

A modern take on a
brewhouse. The O and A are
missing in the name, but these
sounds will be triggered when
you try their home-brewed
beer and their traditional
brew house cooking. We
recommend the sharing plates,
a smart option if you want to
try as many dishes as possible.
The Brwhouse, an ensemble
of 38 used overseas shipping
containers, was designed and
built directly at Gleisdreieck
by famous architects GRAFT.
This concept will allow for
an uncomplicated relocation
when real-estate developers
with big money ambitions
strike in a few years time.
Schöneberger Str. 16,
Schöneberg
www.brlo-brwhouse.de

This invigorating blend of
theater, bar and entertain
ment pulsates from the heart
of Berlin, the Hackesche
Höfe. International topnotch performance art and
a bevy of offbeat ideas by 
in-house as well as third-party
productions have expanded
Chamäleon’s recognition well
beyond Berlin’s borders.
Rosenthaler Str. 40 – 41, Mitte
www.chamaeleonBerlin.com

Nightlife

Burg Schnabel
Between Chalet and Birgit
& Bier, the Burg is one of the
hottest clubs in this area, at
least for now… until the next
big thing opens up shop next
week.
Schleusenufer 3, Kreuzberg
www.schnabel.berlin

Eat and Drink

you get
what
you
need.

aohostels.com

Eat and Drink

Brlo Brwhouse

bed
from
12€
everyone can travel

a&o

Chay Village
Vietnamese and vegetarian
and truly delicious! Although
the entire menu is a delight,
our special recommendation
is to start with the salad No.
5 and follow it up with No. 24:
rice noodles and fried tofu
with the five spices.
Eisenacher Str. 40, Schöneberg
Nightlife

Clärchens Ballhaus
Entire generations of lonely
hearts looked for and found
their soulmate here and it’s
still the best spot for ballroom
dancing fever: tango, chacha and waltz in the ballroom
Schützenstr. 70 | Berlin-Mitte
Nähe Checkpoint Charlie
Täglich von 10 bis 18 Uhr geöffnet
www.currywurstmuseum.com

(Monday – Thursday).
Concerts in the Spiegelsaal
on Sundays. The beer garden
facing summery Auguststraße
is particularly beautiful. Aside
from Buletten and Bockwurst,
they also have Neapolitan
brick oven pizza.
Auguststr. 24, Mitte
www.ballhaus.de
Sightseeing

COUP
You will find these green
electric scooters all over the
city. Download the app, be
cool, and start your journey.
www.joincoup.com
Anfahrt | Directions
U6 (Kochstr. / Checkpoint Charlie)
U6 / U2 (Stadtmitte)

EINE AUSSTELLUNG ZUM
ANFASSEN. (AUS)PROBIEREN. MITMACHEN.
TOUCH. TRY OUT. TAKE PART.
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Berlin
Eat and Drink

Curry 36
Internationally famous
Currywurst snack stand,
extremely popular and
therefore jam-packed until
4 am.
Mehringdamm 36, Kreuzberg
www.curry36.de
Nightlife

Dr. Pong
Table tennis is played every
night here. DJs, parties
and alcohol round out the
program. Those survivors and
former GDR-underground
freedom fighters know
exactly why table tennis
was so popular: the noise
generated by the table tennis
balls were ideal for drowning
out those highly sensitive
conversations.
Eberswalder Str. 21,
Prenzlauer Berg
www.drpong.net
Nightlife

Festsaal Kreuzberg
The reason why Festsaal
Kreuzberg is located just
behind the district border
of Treptow is because the

original club in Kreuzberg
burned down, while the
latest White Trash iteration in
Treptow filed for insolvency.
Now those dirty parties
are back with a program
that reminds of the former
Festsaal. Only this time, they
have Treptow’s party grounds
at their disposal, right next
to the Arena, Club der
Visionäre…
Am Flutgraben 2, Treptow
www.festsaal-kreuzberg.de
Memorial

Forum
Willy Brandt Berlin
The Forum Willy Brandt
Berlin is a place of historical
erudition and political
information. The permanent
exhibition “Willy Brandt –
A Political Life” traces the
footsteps of a workingclass lad and Nazi opponent
who became Berlin’s mayor,
Federal Chancellor and an
internationally renowned
statesman who helped shape
Germany and Europe’s course
of development.
Unter den Linden 62 – 68, Mitte
www.willy-brandt.de

Eat and Drink

Freddy Leck
sein Waschsalon
You can bum around any old
laundromat, but here they’ve
got coffee, free wifi and a
friendly staff. In this retro
chic ambience, there awaits
more than just high-end Miele
washing machines; they
have an entire fully furnished
kitchen. Entire chef brigades
(max. 20 pax) can rent the
place for delightful cooking
sessions (final cleaning incl.).
Gotzkowskystr. 11, Moabit
www.freddy-leck-seinwaschsalon.de
Culture

Funkhaus Nalepastraße
Acoustic pros have always
known that the studios of
the Rundfunk der DDR are
first-rate. Now more and
more curious people are
discovering this sleeping
beauty. They do tours
(www.ddr-funkhaustour.de),
concerts, parties and more.
Nalepastr. 18, Treptow
www.funkhaus-berlin.net

ASISI PANORAMA BERLIN
Friedrichstraße 205, 10117 Berlin
Checkpoint Charlie
Open daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
FREE GUIDED TOURS
Thursdays 11.30 a.m.
In English - for Berlin discoverers
TICKETS AND SERVICE
+49(0)341.35 55 340
service@die-mauer.de
GETTING THERE
U6 Kochstraße, U2 Stadtmitte
M29 Kochstraße

ASISI PANORAMA BERLIN
asisi.de | die-mauer.de

In cooperation with
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Berlin
Culture

Museum

Sightseeing

Futurium
(House of Future)

German Historical
Museum

German Parliament /
Reichstag building

On the Spreeufer, between
the Reichstag and Haupt
bahnhof, there’s a structure
in the works that will house
the building blocks for
different futures. For those
curious minds who want
to know what is currently
being researched, developed,
conceived and planned for
our big five themes of the
future: Nutrition, Health,
Energy, Living / Cities
and Economies / Work.
Anticipated opening in
Spring 2019.
Kapelle-Ufer 1, Mitte
www.futurium.de
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The German Historical
Museum presents itself in two
buildings: the unique baroque
Zeughaus and the adjacent
exhibition hall constructed
by famous Chinese-American
architect Ioeh Ming Pei.
The permanent exhibition
“German History in Images and
Artefacts” is complimented by
changing exhibitions such as
this winter marking the 100th
anniversary of the Russian
Revolution: “1917 Revolution –
Russia and Europe” (until
15 April 2018) followed by
“Europe and the Sea” (13 June
2018 – 6 January 2019).
Unter den Linden 2, Mitte
www.dhm.de

A symbol of German History.
The setting for many historical
events: Parliament of the
German Kaiserreich until 1918,
Reichstag fire of 1933, fully
destroyed in 1945, wrapped
by the artists Christo and
Jeanne-Claude in 1995, since
1999 it’s been the seat of the
German Parliament. You get
a magnificent view of Berlin
from the glass dome, which
is open to visitors daily from
8 h until midnight (entrance
till 22 h). Meanwhile, there’s
the possibility to visit the
dome spontaneously (ca.
2 hours waiting time) through
a branch of Visitor’s Service
(opening hours: Nov – Mar

daily 8 – 18h; Apr-Oct. daily
8 – 20 h) next to the Reichstag
on Scheidemannstr. Any
requests for visiting a plenary
sitting, lectures in the public
gallery, tours and the glass
dome should be directed
towards the Visitor’s Service
of the Bundestag: www.
bundestag.de/besuche/
formular.html
Platz der Republik, Tiergarten
www.bundestag.de
Sports

GoJump
A Tandem Lite Jump from
2500 meters for only 139 €.
This price is unmatched in
Europe and opens the door for
you to enjoy a tandem-jump,
perhaps even multiple jumps
a year. You can hardly conjure
such intense emotion for that
price elsewhere. Furthermore
there are beginner’s and
license courses.
Knaackstr. 99, Prenzlauer Berg
www.GoJump.de
Sports

Hochseilgarten
MountMitte
High, higher, highest! Hungry
for adventure and action in
the very heart of Berlin? Their

newest attraction is SkyFall
(a 13m freefall!) and the
ginormous swing SkySwing
for adrenaline junkies.
Caroline-Michaelis-Str. 8, Mitte
www.beachBerlin.de
Memorial

Hohenschönhausen
Memorial Center
From 1947 to 1951, this was
the site of the central Soviet
remand prison. Alleged
political opponents and
national socialists were the
primary prisoners held in
detention. In 1951, the remand
prison was turned over to the
GDR and through 1989 was
used by secret police as a
remand center for political
prisoners. Since October
2013, there’s a new permanent
exhibition: “Imprisoned
in Hohenschönhausen.
Testimonies of political
persecution 1945 – 1989”. Still
running until 30 June 2018, is
the special exhibition about
the pseudo-religious idolatry
of Stalin in the GDR: “The
Red God – Stalin and the
Germans”.
Genslerstr. 66,
Hohenschönhausen
www.stiftung-hsh.de

Nightlife

Holzmarkt-Gelände
The creative playground for
the grandkids of the legendary
Bar 25. They’re all grown up
now (though not yet dead
inside) and have traded in the
casual drug consumption for
a strong financial partner in a
Swiss pension fund. Plenty of
culture and manifold events at
Säälchen and throughout these
grounds. For chilling head over
to the southern corner, Pampa
& Spreelunke, then take a meal
at Katerschmaus, followed
up with some dancing at
Katermucke?
Holzmarktstr. 25, Friedrichshain
www.holzmarkt.com
Eat and Drink

House of Small Wonder /
Zenkichi
The house of small wonder
is a staple in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn, and now also in the
middle of Mitte. Come any
time of day for a Japanese
brunch, try the lunch menus
(10 €) or stop by later in
the evening and enjoy
some Japanese tapas in the
basement.
Johannisstr. 20, Mitte
www.houseofsmallwonder.de
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Buildings & Parks

Humboldt-Forum

Jewish Cemetery
Weißensee

This is the former site of the
Palast der Republik, then
later it hosted the Temporäre
Kunsthalle until the tail end
of 2010 and now the Berlin
Palace is being rebuilt to
house the Humboldt-Forum,
a place for art, culture and
the sciences. It may not
sound like much at first,
but this just happens to be
Germany’s most prominent
museum project and we’re all
very excited to see what its
founding director has up his
sleeve. He’s considered one of
the world’s leading museum
directors: Scotsman Neil
MacGregor, who for 13 years
successfully managed the
British Museum in London.
An ideal opening date would
be 14 September, 2019 –
Alexander von Humboldt’s
250th birthday – but Berlin
doesn’t always come through
with its completion dates.
Unter den Linden 3, Mitte
www.humboldt-forum.de
www.sbs-humboldtforum.de
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One of Europe’s biggest
Jewish cemeteries
(115,000 graves) is an
incomparable historicocultural memorial and
hopefully soon becomes a
UNESCO world heritage site.
At the entrance, a plaque
features a QR code that turns
your smart phone into a tour
guide. Upon perusing the
names of the deceased, it
becomes painfully clear that
Germany robbed itself of a
wealth of potential.
Herbert-Baum-Str. 45,
Weißensee
www.jewish-cemeteryweissensee.org
Museum

Jewish Museum Berlin
A masterpiece of
architecture, this impressive
museum building designed
by Daniel Libeskind has
long become a landmark
in Berlin. Since its opening
in 2001, the museum has
been a hot ticket especially
with tourists from abroad.
During the permanent

exhibition’s remodeling (until
30 April 2019), the exhibition
“Welcome to Jerusalem”
reflects on the city that is
revered by Jews, Christians
and Muslims alike.
Lindenstr. 9 – 14, Kreuzberg
www.jmBerlin.de
Eat and Drink

Jones Icecream
Simply one of the best icecream parlors in Berlin.
Home-made specialties such
as ‘Fudge-Choco-CaramelPeanuts’, ‘Whiskey-Pecans’,
‘Hazelnut-Salted Caramel’ and
more, served in deliciously
freshly baked waffles….
Mmmmmmhhh! The line
outside speaks for itself.
Goltzstr. 3, Schöneberg
www.jonesicecream.com
Eat and Drink

Kantini
It sounds like canteen (which
isn’t far off) but they’re brandnew and trending at Bikini
Berlin with a view overlooking
the zoo. 13 eateries offer
their street food from Mexico,
Israel, Korea, Hawaii… and
even the German currywurst
finds representation here next

to the vegan treats and all the
other fashionable delicacies.
Budapester Str.38 – 50,
Charlottenburg
www.bikiniberlin.de/de/
kantini/
Nightlife

Kara Kas Bar
Come out, come down and
join the Kara Kas family! This
historic bar is one of Berlin’s
oldest underground spots.
People are dancing till the
morning to hot rhythms –
under a sky of roses. No joke!
Kara Kas was founded by a
Mexican artist in 1987 and has
many stories to tell…
Kurfürstenstr. 9, Schöneberg
www.karakasbar.com
Museum

Kreuzberg Museum
Kreuzberg’s unusual mix: a
variety of lifestyles, cultures,
nationalities and religions
in close proximity. This new
kind of local history museum
shows everyday history in its
wider historical context, as
well as films and changing
exhibitions.
Adalbertstr. 95a, Kreuzberg
www.fhxb-museum.de

through the Catholic
Church of St. Bonifatius,
but nowadays times are a
changin’: the new operators
of the this restaurant located
just next to the Yorck-Kino
are refugees, so instead of
Andechs Monastery beer they
now serve Syrian specialties.
Yorckstr. 89, Kreuzberg
www.kreuzberger-himmel.de

A thrilling journey
through the history
of espionage

Museum

Kunstgewerbemuseum
- Museum for Art,
Fashion and Design
You won’t find crocheted
pot holders here but rather
old relics, the milestones of
design, furniture, jewelry and
accessories, as well as an
exhibition about the history
of fashion: from hoop skirts
and robes from the 18th
century up to the creations by
Coco Chanel and Yves Saint
Laurent. The next special
exhibition is about the the
future of food and living:
“Food Revolution 5.0 – Design
for the Society of Tomorrow”
(18 May – 16 September 2018).
Kulturforum Potsdamer Platz,
Matthäikirchplatz, Tiergarten
www.smb.museum

Eat and Drink

Eat and Drink

Kreuzberger Himmel

Lindenbräu

In the past, the path from
Kreuzberg to heaven went

The Sony Center’s distinctive
beer garden, with all the
trimmings: Currywurst, roast
pork brauhaus style, organic
prime boiled beef and the
beer that never ends.
Bellevuestr. 3 – 5, Mitte
www.bier-genuss.berlin

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

Berlin:
Capital
of
SpieS

leipziger platz 9
10117 Berlin
Potsdamer Platz

Daily 10 am – 8 pm
deutsches-spionagemuseum.de
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Sightseeing

Shopping

Little BIG City Berlin

Market at
Winterfeldtplatz

Best of Berlin – from the
small café Achteck (old-timer
pissoir) over the wall right up
to the Brandenburg Gate –
relive the history of Berlin
within this interactive model
town by Little BIG City Berlin.
Underscored by 3D models
with dazzling special effects,
Berliner stories from 7 epochs
are recounted with riveting
storytelling. Order your
tickets at www.365tickets.de
Panoramastr. 1A, Mitte
www.littleBIGcityBerlin.de

Not just for the weekend
shopping, but also an
occasion to see and be seen
on Saturday mornings amid
the shouting stall holders and
singing flower sellers. The
wide selection has something
for every taste, and not just
culinary – clothes, jewelry,
accessories and more.
Winterfeldtplatz, Schöneberg
www.winterfeldtplatz.
winterfeldt-markt.de
Museum

me Collectors Room
In a series of rotating
exhibitions, they showcase
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parts of the Olbricht
Collection, containing works
ranging from the early 16th
century up to the present
day, as well as additional
international private art
collections. The driving foci
of the collection draw on
the core themes of human
existence: life, love, eros,
transience and death. A
very special segment of
this collection – to marvel,
discover and comprehend – is
the cabinet of wonder. Don’t
miss this summer’s special
exhibition “Eva & Adele –
l’amour du risque” (27 April –
27 August 2018).
Auguststr. 68, Mitte
www.me-berlin.com

Berlin
Memorial

Memorial to the
Murdered Jews
of Europe

Nightlife

Monkey Bar
This bar on the 10th floor of
the design hotel 25hours
(located in the Bikini-Haus)
has vaulted into the hot
spot stratosphere of the
new West Berlin. Views
overlooking the zoo’s animals

Museum

Museum Barberini
Potsdam’s most generous
patron Hasso Plattner (SAP)
has gifted the city a museum
and fully restored the Palais
Barberini’s historical façade
after it was decimated during
World War II. Since January
2017, the museum is bringing
the international art scene to
Potsdam, with exhibitions like
“Max Beckmann. The World
as a Stage” (24 February –
10 June 2018) and “Gerhard
Richter. Abstraction”
(30 June – 7 October 2018).
Humboldtstr. 5 – 6, Potsdam
www.museum-barberini.com
Museum

Museum for Urban
Contemporary Art
With galleries in New York,
London and Friedrichshain,
curator Yasha Young has
been bringing young streetart performers from around
the world to Berlin. But now,
things really get moving, with
the new Street Art Museum.
Bülowstr. 7, Schöneberg
www.urban-nation.com
Museum

Museum of
Computer Games
Computer games have
changed our lives.
Only 5 minutes from

Alexanderplatz you can
delve into the world of Homo
Ludens Digitalis, or betterknown as: Gamer. Over
300 exhibits on display:
old-school rarities, playable
classics, interactive art and
nostalgic arcades… Btw: cool
nerdy gifts can be purchased
here as well.
Karl-Marx-Allee 93a,
Friedrichshain
www.computerspielemuseum.
de
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aohostels.com

This landmark in the heart
of Berlin is Germany’s
most prominent holocaust
memorial site, a place
of remembrance for the
estimated 6 million Jews
killed during the Holocaust.
Located between the
Brandenburg Gate and
Potsdamer Platz, it comprises
a vast field of concrete
pillars designed by Peter
Eisenman and an information
center underground. The
exhibit below documents
the persecution and exter
mination of the Jews and
the historical sites where
these atrocities were carried
out. It receives roughly
500,000 visitors each year.
In the neighboring Tier
garten, you will also find the
Memorial for persecuted
Homosexuals, the Memorial
for the murdered Sinti and
Roma and the Memorial and
information center for the
“euthanasia” victims of the
national socialist regime.
Cora-Berliner-Str. 1, Mitte
www.holocaust-mahnmal.de

and Breitscheidplatz with
its Gedächtniskirche.
Budapester Str. 40,
Charlottenburg
www.25hours-hotels.com

everyone can travel

a&o

Nightlife

Musik & Frieden
Does Rock music lead to inner
peace? The long lines indicate
that many would like to think
so. Before and after live
concerts and parties, you’ll
have the Oberbaumbrücke
and the Spree river as
additional attractions.
Falckensteinstr. 48, Kreuzberg
www.musikundfrieden.de
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Eat and Drink

Nightlife

OiShii Hot Dog

One Lounge

Toppings, toppings,
toppings and to top it off,
the Japanese way: Dog
Zilla, Yummi Sourdog, Shiso
dog, Wakame dog and the
fries+drink to go with it for
an extra 3€.
Schönhauser Allee 65,
Prenzlauer Berg
www.oishii-hotdog.de

Down below there’s the largest
Motel One, next door it’s the
Waldorf Astoria and from the
top, the best view of the City
West.
Kantstraße 163 – 165,
Charlottenburg

Museum

Old National Gallery
Paintings and sculptures
from the 19th century.
German Romantics are on
display here, including works
by Caspar David Friedrich,
Karl-Friedrich Schinkel and
Carl Blechen and French
Impressionists such as
Monet, Manet, Cézanne
and Renoir. This summer’s
special exhibition is about a
special lust, the Wanderlust.
From Caspar David Friedrich
to Auguste Renoir (10 May –
16 September 2018).
Museumsinsel, Bodestr. 1 – 3,
Mitte
www.smb.museum

Nightlife

Privatclub
Select concerts and Electro
parties have established
Kreuzberg’s chillest nightspot.
Sadly, uncertainty looms since
the property’s new owners
are causing quite a stir. The
Samwer brothers (Zalando,
Westwing, Hello Fresh…) have
long since been notorious for
their business practices and
give the word “start-up” an
aftertaste that is, in fact, not
so fresh at all.
Skalitzer Str. 85 – 86, Kreuzberg
www.privatclub-berlin.de
Nightlife

RAW Gelände
An array of amusement sites,
unrivaled as the last of its kind
in terms of concentration and
variety: Astra Kulturhaus –
concert and party venue with
plenty Indie and Alternative |

Badehaus Szimpla Musiksalon –
Jazz, Swing, Boogie Woogie |
Cassiopeia – Break Beats,
Jungle, Dub, HipHop | Crack
Bellmer – bar for dance and
film | Der Kegel – climbing
tower | Die Küste – coffee,
snacks and art | Emma Pea –
vegetarian fare & drinks with
substance | Haubentaucher –
the new beach bar | RAW99 –
Dancehall, Indie, tons of
Bass, cabaret, poetry slam |
Skatehalle Berlin – indoor
street course, bowl, halfpipe |
Suicide Circus – club,
electronic & housy with a
small garden and relaxed
door policy | Urban Spree –
art space, art store, beer
garden… | Zum Schmutzigen
Hobby – drinking with
transvestites while waiting
for celebrities.
Revaler Str. 99, Friedrichshain
Sports

Rent a Boat Berlin
The boat rental at the perfect
location, in Treptower Park.
In the wake of pedaling,
rowing or a motorboat tour,
head over to the beer garden
next door at Insel der Jugend.
An der Abteibrücke, Treptow
www.rent-a-boat-berlin.com

AUSSICHTSPLATTFORM VIEW POINT 360° CAFÉ

MIT DEM SCHNELLSTEN
AUFZUG EUROPAS ZU
DEN BESTEN BLICKEN
BERLINS

WITH THE FASTEST
ELEVATOR IN EUROPE
TO THE BEST VIEWS
OF BERLIN

Öffnungszeiten / Opening hours:
Täglich / Daily 10:00-20:00
Im Winter verkürzt / Shorter opening hours during winter
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Nightlife

Ritter Butzke
Looking for the meanest,
heaviest parties and most
raucous atmosphere? Look
no further. No mainstream
here. Instead, you’ll find lively
Electro beats and good Hip
Hop parties. Always packed,
often until the next (mid)day!
Ritterstr. 26, Kreuzberg
www.ritter-butzke.com
Eat and Drink

Salumeria Lamuri
Italian deli with nice people.
Try their delicious paninis,
salads, Italian croissants,
home-made cake and a
daily changing and freshly
prepared lunch menu.
Köpenicker Str. 183, Kreuzberg
www.salumerialamuri.de
Culture

Schaubühne am
Lehniner Platz
Contemporary, experimental
and international theater has

always been right at home
here since it was founded in
1962 and enjoyed immense
popularity all through
the 70’s. Now under the
artistic direction of Thomas
Ostermeier.
Kurfürstendamm 153,
Charlottenburg
www.schaubuehne.de
Nightlife

Schmittz
If soccer isn’t broadcasted on
the large screens (Bundesliga
and Champions League), then
everyone’s playing runaround
ping pong: everyone grabs
a paddle from the basket at
the bar, hit the ball over the
net and run around to the
other side of the table. If you
hit an errant shot, you’re
immediately disqualified
from the round. Last person
standing is the winner.
PED’s available at the bar.
Torstr. 90, Mitte
www.schmittz.de
Culture

silent green
An unusual location! The
former crematorium located in
Wedding houses a very special
culture and event venue, with
start-ups and institutions
in the areas of music, art,
design and film. Furthermore,
concerts and exhibitions are
taking place in the domed
hall (former mourning hall),
and from 2018 onwards as
well in the concrete hall (new
underground construction, not
yet completed). There is also
a café to meet and have lunch.

After lunch you should watch
“Soylent Green”, a science
fiction movie from 1973.
Gerichtstr. 35, Wedding
www.silent-green.net
Buildings & Parks

St. Matthäus Cemetery
(St. Matthäus Cemetery)
This is one of Berlin’s most
beautiful and most interesting
cemeteries as far as cultural
history is concerned. They
have numerous honorary
graves such as the Grimm
Brothers, among others. The
unique café Finovo is also
well worth a visit.
Großgörschenstr. 12 – 14,
Schöneberg
Memorial

Stasimuseum Berlin /
Normannenstraße
Memorial Center
The former headquarters of
the Stasi (East German secret
police) contains an exhibition
showing the offices of the
last minister for state security,
Erich Mielke, in their original
condition. Also check out the
permanent exhibition “State
Security during the SED
Dictatorship”. In the interior
courtyard, there is a multimedia open-air exhibition –
24/7, admission free – about
the Peaceful Revolution and
the fall of the Berlin Wall.
Ruschestr. 103, Lichtenberg
www.stasimuseum.de

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine
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Strandbad Weißensee /
Übersee Bar
Palms, cocktails and sunsets
in close proximity to the city
make a visit a no-brainer
on a hot summer’s day. At
night, for 1 € entrance, you
can even go swimming – at
your own peril. And as if this
weren’t enough already, they
also offer Thai Chi, Reiki,
massages, yoga, Swing and
Salsa dance evenings.
Berliner Allee 155, Weißensee
www.binbaden.com
Nightlife

Strandbar Mitte /
Monbijou-Theater
The “mother of all beach
bars” is still defying the
slow death of beach bars
even without their sandy
beach. People keep coming
for that beautiful view of
the Bode Museum. On a
warm summer’s night, it’s
one of the nicest spots in the
city with ballroom dancing
under the starry sky. For
beginners, they offer lessons
in Swing, Chacha, Tango and
Salsa. Right next to it, the
Monbijou theater plays daily
in its timber amphitheater in
the summertime (24 July –
21 August 2018).
Monbijoustr. 3, Mitte
www.strandbar-mitte.de
Buildings & Parks

Tempelhof Airport
Constructed during the war
by the Nazis, this former
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airport building is Europe’s
largest historical monument.
They are currently working
on a visitor’s center down
stairs, and up top we
can look forward to a
1.2 kilometer long rooftop
for everyone to enjoy in
ca. 2019. Originally this
structure was designed to
house 80,000 people in it’s
stands. Now there’s talk of
creating a historical gallery,
and down in Hangar7 the
Allied Museum will be
moving in from Dahlem.
Platz der Luftbrücke,
Tempelhof
www.thf-berlin.de
Museum

The German Spy
Museum
Who was the first spy? Did
you know that drones were
used in the Second World
War? Which secret service
had the best codes? What
is the difference between a
honey-trap and the Romeo
method? Who knows more
about you – the Stasi, the
NSA, Facebook or Miles
and More? The German
Spy Museum charts the
history of espionage in
its interactive high-tech
exhibition with a floor space
of 3000 sqm. Hundreds of
unique exhibits such as the
famous Enigma machine are
waiting to be explored.
Leipziger Platz 9, Mitte
www.deutschesspionagemuseum.de

Memorial

Topography of Terror
Next to Martin Gropius
Building, opposite the
Prussian Parliament, behind
a battered remnant of the
Wall is an area of wasteland:
the Prince Albrecht site.
Between 1933 and 1945, it
was the headquarters of
the most formidable Nazi
organizations for surveillance
and persecution: the Gestapo,
the SS leadership, the Security
Service of the SS and from
1939, the Reich Security Main
Office. With more than a
million visitors per year, it
is one of the most popular
memorials in Germany. In 2018,
two new special exhibitions
will be about the People’s
Court (Volksgerichtshof,
24 April – 21 October) and
the November pogroms
(6 November 2018 – 17 March
2019).
Niederkirchnerstr. 8, Kreuzberg
www.topographie.de
Sports

Wassersportcenter
Pack your swimwear and head
to the Wannsee Lake. Right
next to Wannsee Strandbad,
you’ll find a private beach
with everything you’ll need
for a beautiful summer’s day
on the water: sailboats, pedal
boats, kayaks, paddle or
rowing boats, surfboards for
windsurfing, SUP boards. You
can also join a course in the
new trendy sport SUP-polo…
Wannseebadweg 25, Wannsee
www.wassersportcenter-berlin.
de

Berlin
Eat and Drink

Yamyam Berlin
Along Alte Schönhauser
Straße and its periphery,
you immediately get the sense
you’re in the hip part of Berlin.
Fortunately, this Korean
cuisine is quite affordable and
super yummy – as the name
suggests. The crowd-pleaser
has to be bibimbap, but the
seaweed salad, kimchi and
especially zampong (a spicy
noodle soup with seafood)
are also very tasty.
Alte Schönhauser Str. 6, Mitte
www.yamyam-berlin.de
Event

Young Euro Classic
3 – 20 August 2018. This
festival features the best
youth orchestras in the
world and takes place at
the Konzerthaus Berlin. The
program includes classical
and contemporary pieces of
various music styles, but also
unusual compositions from
countries whose music is
virtually unknown in Germany.
Konzerthaus Berlin,
Gendarmenmarkt 2, Mitte
www.young-euro-classic.de
Culture

Zeiss-Großplanetarium
Already a little more than
30 years in Berlin’s orbit.
Relative to the heavenly
bodies, its admittedly very
short but down here on
planet earth this expansive
slide show that ran through
2014 took place eons
ago. Following extensive
renovations, they now

boast a modern science
theater with all the newest
technological frills. Even the
starry night projection on
the 23 m dome is back for all
to marvel. The latest feature
allows you to bid farewell to
our solar system, zip through
our universe in 3D and learn
about geology, biology and
medicine in one fell swoop.
Prenzlauer Allee 80,
Prenzlauer Berg
www.planetarium.berlin
Buildings & Parks

Zoological Garden
In 1844, Germany’s first
zoo opened its gates at
Hardenbergplatz. Today

the zoo houses more than
20,000 animals in its
buildings and enclosures, and
thereby has the most species
of any zoo in the world.
Sprawled over 35 ha – with
a natural tree population and
idyllic watercourses – you
can explore historic animal
houses with their exotic
charm and the modern hightech facilities such as the
Hippo house or the new Seal
and Penguin enclosure with
its underwater windows. The
Zoo-Aquarium is especially
worthwhile.
Hardenbergplatz 8,
Tiergarten
www.zoo-berlin.de

berlin.de
Capital, poor but sexy, funky, cool, hot, edgy…
   

  

Tiergarten, Grunewald, Tempelhofer Feld,
Müggelberge
Fernsehturm, Funkturm, Reichstagskuppel,
Grunewaldturm
Harald Juhnke, Marlene Dietrich, David Bowie
Kurfürstendamm & Tauentzienstraße, Schlosstraße,
Hackescher Markt to Alexanderplatz,
Friedrichstraße, Wilmersdorfer Straße
Currywurst, meatballs, doner kebab, vegan
Spree (Müggelsee), Havel (Wannsee), Dahme
single ticket: from 2.80 €, day ticket: from 7 €
group ticket (max. 5 pers.): from 19.90 €
a&o Berlin Friedrichshain		
Boxhagener Str. 73		
D-10245 Berlin		
a&o Berlin Hbf
Lehrter Str. 12
D-10557 Berlin

a&o Berlin Kolumbus
Genslerstr. 18
D-13055 Berlin

a&o Berlin Mitte
Köpenicker Str. 127 – 129
D-10179 Berlin
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Cologne

Sports

Eat and Drink

Eat and Drink

Aqualand

Bei Oma Kleinmann

Bootshaus Alte Liebe

Cologne’s pleasure paradise:
healthy bathing at the SoleThermenwelt (thermal
springs), fun for all at the
Rutschenpark (slide park),
attractions for kids, relaxation
in the soothing grotto, free
water aerobics, Himalayan
sea salt inhalation…
Merianstr. 1
www.aqualand.de

Granny Kleinmann remains the
undisputed Schnitzel Queen in
town! Even though the figure
head Paula Kleinmann has
passed away in the meantime,
her crispy heavenly schnitzels
are luckily still here. Making a
reservation or braving the long
lines at this iconic establishment
on the Schwofmeile Zülpicher
Straße is totally worth it!
Zülpicher Str. 9
www.beiomakleinmann.de

On the deck of the beautiful
red and white houseboat,
Cologne is showing off its
maritime side: food and
drinks are alright, but the
location and the view on
the Rhine river are simply
unbeatable!
Rodenkirchener Leinpfad
www.bootshaus-alte-liebe.de
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Eat and Drink

Eat and Drink

Brauhaus Päffgen

Frankie’s Churros

Rich in tradition, this old
brewery tavern located in the
Friesenviertel is a must for
every visitor! Since 1883, they
serve freshly draft Kölsch
beer and solid traditional
dishes such as Himmel un
Äd (heaven and earth, a dish
made of potatoes, apples and
blood sausage) or delicious
Sauerbraten (marinated pot
roast).
Friesenstr. 64 – 66
www.paeffgen-koelsch.de

This pastry is ubiquitous
in Spain, and those darned
Churro vendors are to blame.
Now the sweet and crunchy
fried snack has found a new
home in Cologne, where
they’ll surely get us hooked
on the irresistible combination
of essential fats and sugars.
Breite Str. 169 / Ecke
Gertrudenstraße Am WillyMillowitsch-Platz
www.frankieschurros.de

Museum

Hallmackenreuther

Chocolate Museum
Learn everything about
the cocoa bean on its way
from the tropical rainforests
to becoming a luscious
chocolate bar. Witness 200 kg
of the melted brown delicacy
constantly flowing through
a huge chocolate fountain.
They’re celebrating their 25th
anniversary this year and have
a brand-new illumination
concept to mark the occasion.
Am Schokoladenmuseum 1a
www.schokoladenmuseum.de
Event

KO L U M BA

Eat and Drink
Not only media people
appreciate a good breakfast
and electronic beats in 70’s
style interior. The name refers
to a salesman in a famous
sketch by humorist Loriot.
Brüsseler Platz 9
www.hallmackenreuther.de
Eat and Drink

Kamasutra
No worries, it’s not an erotic
show, just a delicious Indian
restaurant.
Weyerstr. 114
www.kamasutra-koeln.de

Eight Bridges –
Music for Cologne

Kolumba

28 April – 1 May 2018. This
year Cologne’s festival
for contemporary music
focuses on “Metamorphoses –
Variations”, and dedicates
itself particularly to the work
of the homegrown composer
Bernd Alois Zimmermann.
www.achtbruecken.de

Kolumba, the art museum
of the archdiocese Cologne,
presents a unique triad of
location, architecture and
collection. The multiple prizewinning building – designed
by Swiss architect Peter
Zumthor – houses yearly
changing exhibitions that

Museum

Pas de deux
Römisch-Germanisches
Kolumba
Kunstmuseum des Erzbistums
Kolumbastraße 4 | 50667 Köln
www.kolumba.de
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Cologne
zestfully showcase their 
wide-ranging collection.
Kolumbastr. 4
www.kolumba.de
Shopping

Magasin Populaire
Young international designer
fashions by Sessun and Shoe
Shi Bar, as well as innovative
items by Cologne’s designers
such as Subjektiva and the
Berlin label Butterfly Soulfire.
Brüsseler Platz 8
www.magasinpopulaire.com
Museum

Museum Ludwig
The collection presents the
most significant styles of 20th
century and contemporary art,
with works of expressionists
(Schmidt-Rottluff, Kirchner),
modern classics (Chagall,
Dix) as well as the Russian
Avant-Garde and Pop-Art
from the USA. Furthermore
there are special exhibitions
like “Günter Peter Straschek.
Emigration – Film – Politics”
(3 March – 1 July 2018),
“Black Power – Flower Power.
Photographs by Pirkle Jones
and Ruth-Marion Baruch”
(until 3 June 2018) und
“Haegue Yang: ETA 1994 –
2018” (18 April – 12 August
2018).
Heinrich-Böll-Platz
www.museum-ludwig.de

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

Eat and Drink

Salon Schmitz
At the trendy Salon Schmitz,
you can chill for hours in your
retro chair while gazing at
the hip and gorgeous guests
and hair stylists. The seats
are extremely cushy and you
will never feel like you’re on
an island. In case the people
watching gets your juices
going, we recommend a quick
excursion to their culinary
affiliate “Metzgerei Schmitz”.
This offbeat excursion defi
nitely pays dividends: the
cakes, salads, tarts and main
dishes are top-notch and the
Metzgerei staff is easily just

as good-looking; and
even friendly to boot.
Aachener Str. 30
www.salonschmitz.com
Eat and Drink

Sonnenscheinetage
The highest beachbar in
Cologne can be accessed on
the rooftop of the KaufhofParkhaus P2. Get a real beach
feeling plus a great view
of the Cathedral, your feet
tucked in warm sand and a
cool “Kölsch” in your hand…
Ahhhh, this is summer!
An St. Agatha 19 – 25
www.sonnenscheinetage.de

koeln.de
When we decide to build something in Germany, it often
takes longer than expected: see Berlin’s new airport,
but the Cologne Cathedral easily takes the cake with a
building period spanning 632 years.
   
  

Volksgarten, Stadtgarten, Flora, Kölsche Riviera
Kölner Dom, Kölntriangle, Kölnturm
Konrad Adenauer, Stefan Raab, Lukas Podolski,
Heinrich Böll
Schildergasse, Hohe Straße, Ehrenstraße,
Belgisches Viertel
Kölsch Beer, Halve Hahn, Himmel un Äd
Rhein
single ticket: from 2.40 €, day ticket: from 7.10 €
group day-ticket 5 pers.: 10 €
a&o Köln Neumarkt
Mauritiuswall 64 – 66
D-50676 Köln

a&o Köln Hauptbahnhof
Ursulaplatz 10 – 12
D-50668 Köln

a&o Köln Dom Hbf
Komödienstr. 19 – 21
D-50667 Köln
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Copenhagen

Eat and Drink

Sports

Absalon

Bakken

The founder of those Tiger
shops bought up an old
church and transformed it
into a vivacious community
center. Food, drinks, table
tennis, bingo, movies, music
and a huge living room for
those who like to fraternize.
Sønder Boulevard 73
www.absaloncph.dk

How about an excursion into
the woods of Dyrehaven,
to the oldest (431 years)
amusement park in the
world? The season starts
on 30 March.
Dyrehavevej 62
www.bakken.dk

Sightseeing

Amalienborg Palace
Everyone who goes to the
Danish royal family’s winter
residence is looking to get
a selfie with the royal guard.
Changing of the guard is at
noon. Those with more time
to spare might run into a
prince or a princess, perhaps
even Queen Margrethe II.
Slotsplads 5
www.kongehuset.dk
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cuisine – depending on where
your nose leads you. Quite
a few streetfood trucks are
thoroughly organic or vegan,
but almost all of them preach
“sustainability” and offer local
products.
Papirøen, Trangravsvej 14,
hal 7 & 8
www.copenhagenstreetfood.
dk

Sightseeing

Copenhagen Bikes
Here you can rent a bike
(110 DKK / 15 € per day) and
discover the city yourself or
join one of the daily bike tours.
Gasværksvej 5
www.Copenhagenbikes.dk
Eat and Drink

Copenhagen
Street Food
This vibrant streetfood market
is fragrant with Korean,
Mexican, Italian and Danish

Museum

Frederiksborg Castle
The castle, located a few
kilometers north of Copen
hagen, has housed the
Museum of National History
since 1878. While touring
these splendid rooms, you’ll
encounter kings and queens,
royals and commoners who
influenced Denmark’s history
from the Middle Ages through
the 21st century.
www.dnm.dk

Copenhagen
Culture

Freetown Christiania
Since 1971, the free town
of Christiania has been
synonymous with a free
alternative lifestyle.
Interesting for those who
can picture such alternatives,
because things have changed
quite a bit since those
original hippie blueprints.
Especially since a shooting
in 2016, residents have been
adamant about kicking out
all the drug dealers. When
you enter, there’s a sign that
lists all the do’s and don’ts
that should be considered.
Christiania
Eat and Drink

up a delicious dinner to
enjoy at home (a&o).
Gammel Kongevej 107
www.meyersdeli.dk

ships for canal cruises depart
directly from here.
Nyhavn 1 - 71

Sightseeing

Tivoli Gardens

Nyhavn - New Haven
The tiny, colorful gabled
houses from the 18th and
19th centuries exude the
cheerfulness and Nordic
charm one expects from
Copenhagen. The restaurants
and eateries are all somehow
quite expensive due to a
great number of tourists
(like yourselves) that love the
atmosphere, but the harbor is
very much worth a visit and
a leisurely stroll. Besides, the

Sightseeing
This popular amusement park
is located in the center of
Copenhagen, right next to the
central station. 28 attractions
and two open-air stages with
music, dance and theater. You
can just stroll around, take it
easy, or grab an all inclusive
ticket for the rollercoasters,
a swing carousel, an aquarium,
shows and concerts and so
much more.
Vesterbrogade 3
www.tivoligardens.com

Granola
This hip café – located on the
main road of the flourishing
district of Vesterbro – is one
of the coziest places to do
brunch and lunch.
Værnedamsvej 5
www.granola.dk
Nightlife

Lidkoeb
This chill 3-story bar boasts
an open fireplace, fur
covered benches, smokers’
balcony and an impressive
whiskey selection on the top
floor.
Vesterbrogade 72 B
lidkoeb.dk
Eat and Drink

Meyers Deli
Famous modern danish
eatery with a lot of organic
food and freshly baked bread.
Especially good for picking

visitcopenhagen.com
The new a&o in Copenhagen is brand new, but still
hyggelig (Hygge, meaning ‘snug’; is a concept that
evokes ‘coziness’, particularly when relaxing with good
friends)
   

  

Tivoli Gardens, Frederiksberg Have, Kongens Have,
Søerne, Haveselskabs Have
The Small Mermaid, Schloss Christiansborg,
Town Hall
Hans-Christian Andersen, Mads Mikkelsen,
Peter Høeg, Søren Kierkegaard
Strøget, Kronprinsensgade, Larsbjørnsstræde,
Ravnsborggade
Smørrebrød, Pølser, Ristet Hotdog
Ostsee, Øresund
single ticket: from 24 DKK, day ticket all zones: 130 DKK
city pass 24 / 72 hrs. 80 DKK / 200 DKK
a&o Copenhagen Nørrebro
Tagensvej 135 – 137
dk-2200 Copenhagen
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Dortmund

Museum

Binarium – German
Museum of Digital
Culture
Since summer 2016, we
can finally fiddle around
with antiquated hardware
in this old mining building:
700 objects, of which 250
are videogame consoles and
200 home computers. This
is a great opportunity to
show the kids what kind of
machines we had to put up
with back in the day.
Hülshof 28
www.retrobude.de
Buildings & Parks

steps of a rich and interesting
history about this famous
soccer club and take a seat
in the “Zum Wildschütz” pub,
the founding place of the
Borussia Club. Take in the
fascinating story of soccer
stadiums starting with the
“Weißen Wiese” close to the
Borsigplatz in the Northern
part of the city, followed by
the arena “Rote Erde” in the
city’s south, all the way to the
world famous “Westphalia
stadium”, now called Signal
Iduna park.
Strobelallee 50
www.borusseum.de

Borusseum
(BVB Museum)

Daddy Blatzheim

A soccer fan? At this museum
you can immerse yourself into
the world of BVB –Borussia
Dortmund Club. Follow the

In the middle of a park, on the
top flight of the Schürmanns
restaurant and encased in
a hull of steel and glass, a
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Nightlife

modern demure club awaits.
Outside lazy waves gently
caress the shore, while
indoors the air is ablaze.
Freaking insane!
An der Buschmühle 100
www.daddyblatzheim.de
Event

Gasometer Oberhausen – the Call of
the Mountains
16 March 30 December 2018.
“The Call of the Mountains”
is the Gasometer’s latest
exhibition and everyone’s
checking it out in Oberhausen.
How would you like to
experience this fascinating
mountain landscape, where
scaling the Matterhorn for
once is a breeze… and it’s
certainly way cheaper than
a trip to Switzerland.
Arenastr. 11, 46047 Oberhausen
www.gasometer.de

Dortmund
Sports

German Football
Museum
Instead of 22 players on the
field, there were 16 German
cities. They all vied for the
seat of the German Soccer
Museum, but Dortmund
came out on top. Not
really exciting with its oldfashioned showcases and
trophy replicas but real
soccer fans will probably
like it.
Königswall 21
www.fussballmuseum.de
Museum

Hoesch-Museum
Hoesch is the name of
the largest steel mill that
operated in Dortmund and
it influenced the life and
development of this city
tremendously. Creating a
historical flashback, the
museum revives one and
a half centuries of steel
industry in Dortmund by
resorting to very modern
methods, such as the steel
helmet with integrated
3D-glasses or the industry
joystick that allows you to
play crane operator.
Eberhardstr. 12
www.hoeschmuseum.
dortmund.de
Culture

Klavier-Festival Ruhr
19 April – 13 July 2018. The
world’s preeminent pianist
convention presents roughly
70 concerts by stellar
performers and promising
young pianists. Classical and

Jazz, chamber and orchestra
concerts make up just a
small portion of the colorful
program. Several pieces
were even commisioned by
the festival and will premiere
there. This year’s motto, “The
Americas” directs our gaze
to composers like Philip
Glass, John Adams, Leonard
Bernstein, George Gershwin,
and further south, to Alberto
Ginastera, Heitor Villa-Lobos
und Astor Piazzolla.
versch. Veranstaltungsorte /
var. venues
www.klavierfestival.de
Eat and Drink

Culture

Movie Park Germany
in Bottrop
An unforgettable experience
with a special emphasis on
film and theater. Visitors
will enjoy a diversity of
theme areas and some fun
encounters with well-known
film characters such as
Shrek or Sponge Bob. Since
2017 the new attraction is the
triple-launch-coaster “Star
Trek™: Operation Enterprise”.
Tickets available at
www.365tickets.de.
Warner Allee 1, 46244 Bottrop
www.movieparkgermany.de

Lütge Eck
The BVB pub, very practical
as it’s just around the corner
from a&o.
Lütge Brückstr. 1

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

dortmund.de
Biggest city in the Ruhr valley, everyone here goes nuts
for Bundesliga club Borussia Dortmund (bvb).
   

  

Rombergpark, Westfalenpark, Freizeitpark
Fredenbau, Stadthafen
Fußballmuseum, Florianturm, Dortmunder U
Friedrich Arnold Brockhaus (1772 - 1823)
Krämerstraße, Adalbertstraße, Pontstraße
beer (dab, Union Bier), Pumpernickel,
Pfefferpotthast, Möppkenbrot
Ruhr, Emscher, Lanstroper See, Pleckenbrinksee,
Brunosee
single ticket: from 2.80 €, day ticket: from 7.00 €
group ticket 3 pers: from 13.60 €
group ticket max. 5 pers.: from 20.20 €
a&o Dortmund Hbf
Königswall 2
D-44137 Dortmund
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Dresden

Museum

Albertinum
Art from Romanticism to the
Present, with paintings from
Caspar David Friedrich to
Georg Baselitz and sculptures
from Rodin to the 21st century.
Two halls are reserved for
the works of Gerhard Richter
(born in Dresden in 1932).
Brühlsche Terrasse /
Georg-Treu-Platz
www.skd.museum
Eat and Drink

Ball- und Brauhaus
Watzke
Shielded from the noise of
the streets and hectic city
life, Saxony’s oldest ballroom
“Ballund Brauhaus Watzke”
offers relaxation below big
and shady trees and with
a view of the Elbe. The
brewery has a long tradition
producing Dresden’s first
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beer – unfiltered, aromatic
and smooth. When night-time
comes you have to decide
on whether you like to dance
with live music or rather take
another delicious housemade Watzke Bräu in the
beer garden.
Kötzschenbrodaer Str. 1
www.watzke.de
Event

Bunte Republik Neustadt
15 – 17 June 2018. A taste of
quirky, crazy district culture
in Dresden’s most versatile
quarter – the Neustadt, always
on the 3rd weekend of June.
www.brn-Dresden.de
Museum

Deutsches
Hygiene-Museum
This is one of the most
unusual culture and science
institutions the world has

seen. There are plenty of
fascinating events alongside
the permanent exhibition
“The Human Adventure”. In
their many notable special
exhibitions the museum
grapples with themes of
culture, society, science and
art. Some examples: “PFF.
Pets Friends Forever. Pets and
Their People” (28 October
2017 – 10 June 2018) and then
“Race and Racism” (May 2018 –
March 2019).
Lingnerplatz 1
www.dhmd.de
Museum

Dresdner Zwinger
In and of itself, it’s a complete
artwork composed of baroque
architecture, sculptures and
paintings of world renown.
The widely appreciated
picture gallery “Alte Meister”
houses art collections

Dresden
founded by the Saxon royal
family with famous works
from Albrecht Dürer, Hans
Holbein, Lucas Cranach,
Raffael and Tizian.
Zwinger/Theaterplatz
www.der-dresdner-zwinger.de
Buildings & Parks

Gläserne Manufaktur
At the corner of the
Grosser Garten Park the
Volkswagen group erected
the “transparent factory”,
an innovative combination
of art and industry in an
attractive architectural
environment. Here you can
observe first hand how a
luxury car is made.
Lennéstr. 1
www.glaesernemanufaktur.de
Eat and Drink

Good Mimi’s
Many ice cream lovers agree:
Mimi’s serves the best ice
cream in the city! Their secret
recipe? Fair trade vanilla from
Mexico, pure and natural
ingredients and lots and lotsof
good lovin!
Alaunstr. 57
www.mimis-eis.de

Eat and Drink

Habibi
Syrian shisha lounge, cafe,
restaurant – all in one and
on two floors. A good place
to party or just relax in an
Arabian environment.
Martin-Luther Str. 37
www.habibicafe.de
Eat and Drink

Planwirtschaft
A rich choice of meals and
drinks is served in one of
Neustadt’s oldest but still most
trendy bars. Smokers can head
down to their rustic cellar.
Louisenstr. 20
www.planwirtschaft-Dresden.
de
Buildings & Parks

Relaxed, jazzy… dare I say
funky? A great spot any
day of the week with live
music, football kicking,
pool shooting and a great
atmosphere for sure.
Katharinenstr. 11 – 13
www.groovestation.de

Eat and Drink

Tiki im Kunsthof
Vacation vibes in the middle
of Dresden’s Neustadt.
Bring the whole family for a
delicious ice-cream during
the day. Then return in the
evening (without the kids)
when “Tiki” transforms into
a beach lounge.
Kesselsdorfer Str. 216
www.premiumeis.de

Schloß Moritzburg
The baroque castle Moritzburg
is one of the most beautiful
destinations for visitors
of resden. It is located in

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

dresden.de
The capital of the Free State of Saxony is also referred
to as “Elb Florence” for its richness in culture.
   

Nightlife

Groovestation Dresden

the middle of a lake and
exhibits valuable baroque
furniture, paintings, porcelain
from Meißen and Asia.
Nearby is the Asian style
Fasanenschlösschen.
Moritzburg
www.schloss-moritzburg.de

  

Elbaue, Großer Garten
Tower of Kreuzkirche, Hausmannsturm,
Ernemannturm
August der Starke, Erich Kästner
Altmarkt, Prager Straße, Innere / Äußere Neustadt
Dresden Christmas stollen, Russian bread
Elbe
single ticket: from 2.30 €, day ticket: from 6 €
group ticket max. 5 pers.: from 15 €
a&o Dresden Hbf
Strehlener Str. 10
D-01069 Dresden
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Düsseldorf

Eat and Drink

Ab der Fisch
Likeable and friendly
restaurant that is very
popular among young
people.
Moltkestr. 124
www.abderfisch.de
Buildings & Parks

Aquazoo Löbbecke
A Tropical Center, otters,
penguins, insects and fishes,
fishes, fishes… Many guided
tours and public feedings
illustrate the animals’
natural habitats.
Kaiserswerther Str. 380
im Nordpark
www.duesseldorf.de/aquazoo
Buildings & Parks

Benrath Palace and Park
Take the streetcar 701 to
get there quickly: Benrath
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Palace and Park form an
extraordinary holistic
artwork of late Rococo
architecture, interior design
and landscaping. It’s home
to the Museum of Garden
History and the Museum for
Natural History. Measuring
over 600,000 square meters,
the Palace Park is perfect for
long strolls.
Benrather Schloßallee 100 – 106
www.schloss-benrath.de
Museum

Black & White. From
Dürer to Eliasson
22 March – 15 July 2018.
Grey, “the ideal colour”,
according to Gerhard Richter.
Artists have always been
drawn to a world devoid of
colour. Comprising around
80 works spanning a period
of 700 years the exhibition

offers a comprehensive
overview of the special
fascination exerted by blackand-white painting. Ranging
from medieval grisaille
works to Ólafur Elíasson’s
light installation “Room for
one colour”, the exhibition
explores the question of the
visual power of the reduced
colour palette. Among the
show’s highlights are the
black-and-white version
of the famous female nude
“Grande Odalisque” by Ingres,
as well as the only known
grisaille painting by Degas,
“Ballet Rehearsal on Stage”.
A particular highlight is the
walk-in room installation
“The Collector’s House” by
the Belgian artist Hans Op
de Beeck.
Museum Kunstpalast,
Ehrenhof 4 – 5
www.smkp.de

Düsseldorf
Eat and Drink

Brauerei im Füchschen
The Füchschen brews
splendid beers and serves
hearty Rhenish specialities
to go with it like Himmel und
Ähd (mashed potatos and
applesauce dish), Düssel
dorfer Senfrahmsuppe
(mustard cream soup) with
beets, sweet and sour
kidneys…
Ratinger Str. 28
www.fuechschen.de
Eat and Drink

Cha Chà
You’re in Düsseldorf – not
Bangkok – and yet you can

get fresh and light “Thai
Street Food”. Fair prices in
a modern, urban ambience.
Kasernenstr. 18
www.eatchacha.com
Eat and Drink

Eigelstein
This popular German pub
is situated in the business
district, always busy and
one of the only places
in the city where you
automatically get Kölsch
beer instead of Düsseldorf’s
typical Altbeer, so the
drinks keep flowing...
Hammer Str. 17
www.eigelstein-duesseldorf.
com

Culture

EKO-House of
Japanese Culture
An opportune occasion to
experience Japanese culture
sans jetlag. A Buddhist
temple, Japanese gardens,
a traditional house with a
tea room and so much more.
Brüggener Weg 6
www.eko-haus.de
Culture

Elvis Presley Exhibition
Danger of fainting for the
faint of heart: Elvis is in the
building! His wardrobes,
instruments, personal letters
and much more are all on
display here. The central

Von Dürer bis Eliasson
22.3. – 15.7.2018
Eine Ausstellung der National Gallery, London, in Zusammenarbeit
mit dem Museum Kunstpalast Düsseldorf
Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, Odalisque in Grisaille (Ausschnitt), um 1824 – 1834, Öl auf Leinwand,
83,2 × 109,2 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Catharine Lorillard Wolfe Collection, Wolfe Fund, 1938,
Foto: © bkp | The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Düsseldorf
attraction covers his time as
a soldier in Bad Nauheim.
Flingerstr. 11
www.elvis-duesseldorf.de
Eat and Drink

Frittenwerk Düsseldorf
This is not your run-of-themill snackbar for french fries.
For decades we’ve gobbled
up this potato-based standard
to the tune of ketchup, but
nowadays you can go crazy
with the toppings. They’re
always coming up with
creative new twists that make
our stomachs gurgle: “simply
french-tastic!”
Friedrichstr. 145
www.frittenwerk.com
Eat and Drink

Himmel & Ähd
…this place will satisfy that
craving for blood sausage
with mashed potatoes and
onions. No worries, the less
adventurous can choose
from a menu of wonderful
Rhenish fare. One thing is

aohostels.com

you get
what
you
need.

bed
from
12€
everyone can travel
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a&o

non-negotiable: Füchschen
Alt as your beverage. Good
and hearty.
Nordstr. 53
www.himmel-aehd.de
Event

Hofgarten Concerts
May to September. Since
1964, fans of Jazz, Pop, brassband, folk music and classical
choral singing have been
flocking to this location on
summer Sundays (11 am).
Thanks to the pavilion (close
to Reitallee) the concerts will
take place even if the weather
dares to suck.
Pavillion im Hofgarten
an der Reitallee
www.duesseldorf-tourismus.
de/top-veranstaltungen/
hofgartenkonzerte/
Event

Japan-Tag
26 May 2018. Manga, Origami
and Fireworks. Each year,
hundreds of thousands
of visitors from near and
far flood this Japanese
stronghold on European soil
(ca. 7000 Japanese citizens
live here). A big stage
performance, free hands-on
activities, information stands
and a whole section just for
Manga fans. Last but not
least, the biggest Japanese
firework show outside of
Japan completes Düsseldorf’s
transformation into “Japan on
the Rhine” if only for 24 hours.
Rheinuferpromenade
and Burgplatz
www.japantag-duesseldorfnrw.de

Museum

KIT Kunst im Tunnel
In Düsseldorf there are a
great number of museums
and galleries showcasing
contemporary art. “Kunst
im Tunnel” really stands
out. Everybody knows the
promenade along the Rhine
and the tunnels beneath it
absorbing the car traffic. In an
adjacent tunnel lies the “KIT”
where changing exhibitions
offer something for all kinds
of tastes.
Mannesmannufer 1
www.kunst-im-tunnel.de
Museum

Kunstsammlung NRW –
K20 K21
Sunshine on a gray winter’s
day. A lot of 20th and 21st
century art at two locations:
K20 Grabbeplatz 5 and
K21 Ständehaus 1.
Grabbeplatz 5
www.kunstsammlung.de
Buildings & Parks

MedienHafen
An old trade harbor has been
completely refurbished and
is now a fine piece of modern
architecture (designed by
Frank Gehry) consisting of
offices, restaurants, bars,
shopping opportunities and
much more… come discover
and relax directly at the
Rhine!
Stadttor 1
www.medienhafen.de

Düsseldorf
Nightlife

Eat and Drink

Culture

Nachtresidenz

Uerige

zakk

The dress code here is chic,
flashy and well-groomed.
Exclusive atmosphere for
selected guests.
Bahnstr. 13
www.nachtresidenz.de
Buildings & Parks

Neanderthal Museum
Mettmann
The history of the Neanderthal
is brought back to life in this
museum. Countless awards
and satisfied visitors confirm
that this museum is highly
instructive.
Talstr. 300, in Mettmann
www.neanderthal.de
Eat and Drink

“Zum Uerige” is one of four
classic Altbier breweries
in Düsseldorf. At the same
time, it’s the place to go if
you’re curious about typical
Rhenish fare. Aside from their
seasonal dishes, there are
plenty more delicacies. On
Saturdays, they offer their
famous pea soup which has
to be accompanied by a cold
Altbier. Yum!
Berger Str. 1
www.uerige.de

Zakk stands for: Zentrum
für Aktion, Kultur und
Kommunikation (Center
for Action, Culture and
Communication). A sociocultural center with an
eclectic and ambitious
cultural program. Foci include
language & theater, projects
& politics, music & discos as
well as events for new media/
internet.
Fichtenstr. 40
www.zakk.de

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

Rheinterrasse
Located by the Rhine
boardwalk, this beer garden
with its giant sycamore trees
is one of Düsseldorf’s absolute
favorites!
Joseph-Beuys-Ufer 33
www.rheinterrasseduesseldorf.de
Nightlife

duesseldorf.de
Düsseldorf’s old town is called “the longest bar counter in
the world” due to its slew of pubs. A somewhat classier
vibe can be had at the Medienhafen (media harbor). wdr
and zdf are among the large studios, but new media firms
are also active here..
   

Stone im Ratinger Hof
For decades, the Stone club
has been an institution of
alternative musical delights
in North Rhine-Westphalia.
Ratinger Str. 10
www.stone-club.de

  

Nordpark, Südpark, Japanischer Garten, Hofgarten,
Schwanenspiegel, Volksgarten
Rheinturm
Heinrich Heine, Joseph Beuys, Gerhard Richter, Jörg
Immendorf, Kraftwerk, Campino, Heike Makatschl
Königsallee “Kö”, Altstadt, Flingern, Ober-Bilk
Alt Bier (a sight beer), Rheinischer Sauerbraten 		
(braised beef), Sushi,
Rhein, Düssel, Elbsee
single ticket: from 2.70 €
4 or 10 trips: from 10.20 / 22 €, day ticket: from 7 €
a&o Düsseldorf Hbf
Corneliusstr. 9
D-40215 Düsseldorf
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Frankfurt

Eat and Drink

Nightlife

Eat and Drink

Alt-Sachsenhausen

Cooky’s

Fisch Franke Frankfurt

With its narrow and
winding little streets, tiny
cobblestoned squares, timberframed houses, fountains and
endless rows of apple-wine
pubs, this is pure paradise for
bachelor parties and devotees
of noisy celebrations.
Große und Kleine Rittergasse,
Paradies- und Klappergasse

One of the oldest clubs in
town. They’ve transformed
the old dark cellar into a
charming light filled disco
in the center of Frankfurt,
and you can dance here
almost every night (Tu – Sa).
Am Salzhaus 4
www.cookys.de

The best place for fresh fish
is Fisch Franke Frankfurt,
between Dome, Museum
of Modern Art and
Kleinmarkthalle.
Domstr. 9 - 11
www.fischfranke.de

Eat and Drink

Die Kleinmarkthalle

Bootshaus Dreyer
In Cannes, it’s the Croisette, in
Frankfurt it’s the Schaumainkai
(quayside), with its countless
popular Äppelwoi (apple
wine) ships. All of Frankfurt
comes here to promenade and
enjoy the beautiful view of the
waterside and skyline.
Schaumainkai (Museumsufer)
www.bootshaus-dreyer.de
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Shopping
According to Frankfurt’s
residents, this is the city’s
biggest attraction by far!
Fresh fish, little bites to
sample here and there, long
lines forming in front of the
specialties booths, wine from
the Rheingau region, in short:
Frankfurt’s liveliest place!
Hasengasse 5 - 7
www.kleinmarkthalle.de

Museum

Goethe-Haus
and-Museum
On the tour of Goethe’s
parents’ home, you get a good
impression of how the upperclass lived in those days and
you can sense the spirit of
the masterpieces that were
composed here (Götz von
Berlichingen, Urfaust, The
Sorrows of Young Werther).
The Goethe-Museum, a picture
gallery dedicated to the times
when Goethe lived, deals with

Frankfurt
the poet’s relationship to the
arts and artists of his era.
Großer Hirschgraben 23
www.goethehaus-frankfurt.de
Event

Green Sauce Festival
12 – 19 May 2018. Goethe’s
favorite dish is a must for
every tourist. This festival is
a challenge for the cooks of
Frankfurt and on the 7th day
we will know the Master of
Green Sauce 2018.
Roßmarkt
www.gruene-sosse-festival.de
Sightseeing

Main Tower
A highlight in the most literal
sense. For 6.50 €, go up
187 meters to behold the most
incredible view, especially
for sunsets. Aside from the
viewing platform, there’s also
a restaurant and a stylish
lounge on the 53th floor.
Neue Mainzer Str. 52 – 58
www.maintower.de
Culture

Old Operahouse
The Opernplatz is without
a doubt very beautiful, but
don’t be intimidated, try and
get a ticket. The program
is much more varied and
interesting than you might
think.
Opernplatz 1
www.alteoper.de
Nightlife

Robert Johnson
A top club location in the
Rhine-Main Area. Making

this detour per S-Bahn or
streetcar to Offenbach is
totally worth it. In Offenbach
there are less restrictions
than in Frankfurt.
Nordring 131, 63067
Offenbach
www.robert-johnson.de
Museum

Senckenberg Museum
of Natural History
One of Germany’s bigger
natural history museums.
Come experience today’s
eclectic mix of life (bio
diversity), the development
of lifeforms (evolution) and
the universe from the big
bang to the creation of our
blue planet.
Senckenberganlage 25
www.senckenberg.de

Museum

Städel Museum
Taking a stroll at the
Museumsufer almost
always leads you here:
one of the oldest and most
prestigious German art
museums around. Since
2016, you can experience
the old masters anew: the
paintings are arranged in
new constellations against
newly colored backdrops.
Until 21 May 2018 you
may also see the special
exhibition “Rubens. The
Power of Transformation”
and then, from September,
an exhibition about “Lotte
Laserstein” (19 September
2018 – 13 January 2019).
Schaumainkai 63
www.staedelmuseum.de

frankfurt.de
Biggest town in Hessen and a significant international
hub of finance (European Central Bank). Boasting an
impressive skyline of skyscrapers – some of the tallest in
all of Europe – Frankfurt is often dubbed “Mainhatten”.
   
  

Frankfurter Stadtwald, Lohrberg, Hohe Straße
Main Tower
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Arthur Schopenhauer,
Mario Draghi
Zeil, Goethestraße, Kaiserstraße
apple wine, green sauce
Main
single ticket: from 2.75 €, day ticket: from 5.35 €
group ticket (max. 5 pers.): 11.30 €
a&o Frankfurt Hbf
Mainzer Landstr. 226,
D-60327 Frankfurt am Main
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Graz

Eat and Drink

Aiola Upstairs
Over 120 seats sprawled out
over this huge terrace with an
impressive view overlooking
the entire city. It might also
expand your culinary horizon.
Schlossberg 2
www.aiola.at
Museum

Arnold
Schwarzenegger
Museum

the Styrian wine. Once
a month, renowned Styrian
winemakers introduce
12 wines by the glass and you
can pick up a bottle (or plural)
in the store nextdoor (open
at night!). Styrian tapas will
stymie those hunger pangs
for 2 € a pop.
Belgiergasse 1
www.der-steirer.at

In which case you’ll have
time to visit the countryside
and see the Cistercian Abbey
of Rein – the oldest active
Cistercian monastery in the
world (ca. 20 km) – or make
the trip to the European
Cultural Capital of 2012,
Maribor of neighboring
Slovenia (just 70 km).

Eat and Drink

Shopping

Flann O´Brien

Kaiser-Josef-Markt

All about the bodybuilder,
actor and former Governor
of California. Arnie was born
in the small village Thal,
4 km from Graz.
Linakstr. 9, 8051 Thal
www.arnieslife.com

Ireland is represented in the
old town of Graz, with live
shows, sportscast, Irish fare
and 21 different beers to
choose from.
Paradeisgasse 1
www.flannobrien.at

Eat and Drink

Sightseeing

Der Steirer

Graz and Surroundings

Styrian fare at its best.
But don’t forget to try

Graz is so dreamy, you’ll want
to stay a week and then some.

Right at the doorstep of the
stunning Grazer Operahouse,
local farmers peddle their
Styrian specialties like
scarlet runner beans, apples
and of course the treasured
pumpkin seed oil. Whoever
wants to visit the city’s
oldest and largest market
can’t sleep in: Mon  – Sat,
6 am  – 1 pm.
Kaiser Josef Platz
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Graz
Shopping

Kastner & Öhler
Skywalk
Certainly one can succumb
to shopaholic syndrome here,
but why not just leave the
ladies in their natural habitat
and go straight up to the roof
terrace. It’s the only place
where you can capture the
pretty red rooftops and the
Schlossberg all in one shot.
Sackstr. 7 – 13
www.kastner-oehler.at
Nightlife

Kulturhauskeller
The hottest club in Graz.
Party on three levels,
including 5 bars, until the
hunger strikes again. Then
order yourself the muchloved stone-baked pizza
right through the early
morning hours.
Elisabethstr. 30
Museum

Kunsthaus Graz
Since its opening in 2003,
the building referred to by
its creators as the “Friendly
Alien” has truly become
the town’s new landmark.
If you saw a photo of this
monstrosity invading the
old town, then you would
understand the name and
the imperativeness that
you come visit Graz real
soon. Inside is a collection
of contemporary art with
emphasis on media art. The
next two exhibitions show
how diverse that can be:
“Faith Love Hope – 800 Years
of the Graz-Seckau Diocese”

(13 April – 26 August 2018) and
“Congo Stars” (22 September
2018 – 27 January 2019).
Lendkai 1
www.museum-joanneum.at/de/
kunsthaus
Buildings & Parks

Schloßbergbahn
and Schloßberglift
Of course we all want to go
atop the Schloßberg, but how?
260 steps up the rocky path?
The solution came in 1894:
the Schloßberg cable-car with
glass moonroof and panorama
view. For guests in a great
hurry, you’ll get up there with
the Schloßberg elevator in
30 seconds.
Kaiser Franz Josef Kai 38
www.holding-graz.at
Culture

Stift Rein
The history of Styria
commences 15km north

of Graz. In the world’s
oldest Cistercian abbey,
Benedictine monks have
been “praying and working”
(ora et labora) since 1129.
Get a tour behind these
monastery’s walls from
Mon – Sat 10:30 + 13:30;
Sun + holidays 11 + 13:30 h.
Zisterzienserstift Rein
www.stift-rein.at
Museum

Styrian Armoury
Once upon a time it was
the most vital armory in
the southeast part of the
Habsburg Empire. Now it’s
open to the public again after
renovations. In the winter
only with a guided tour:
Tu – Su and public holidays
11 + 14 h, (English 13 h).
Herrengasse 16
www.museum-joanneum.at/
de/landeszeughaus

graztourismus.at
State capital of Styria and the Republic of Austria’s
second largest city. Since 2011 “UNESCO City of Design”.
   
  

Stadtpark, Augarten, Schlosspark Eggenberg
Grazer Dom, Schlossberg, Kastner & Öhler Skywalk
Franz Ferdinand, Arnold Schwarzenegger
Krämerstraße, Adalbertstraße, Pontstraße
pumpkin seed oil, Welschriesling & gelber 		
Muskateller (two good wines)
Mur
single ticket: from 2.10 €, day ticket: 4.80 €
3 days ticket: from 11.60 €
a&o Graz Hbf
Eggenberger Str. 7
A-8020 Graz
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Hamburg

Museum

Altonaer Museum
A time-travel journey through
Altona and North German
culture. The pearl of the Elbe.
Between the Altona train
station, the Elbe and the super
cool district of Ottensen,
you’ll find the Altonaer
Museum. They match Altona’s
and North German diversity
with their own mixture of
varied events, changing
historico-cultural exhibits; the
collections of the rural and
urban regions, shipping and
fishery, social- and art history.
As for our “little explorers”,
they get a dose of cultural
history and science with
annually changing themes
presented by KINDEROLYMP.
In cooperation with the
Kinderbuchhaus, they’ve
established special children
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and youth programs at the
Altonaer Museum.
Museumstr. 23
www.altonaermuseum.de

city” to house emigrants on
their way to the “New World”.
Veddeler Bogen 2
www.ballinstadt.de

Nightlife

Buildings & Parks

Angie’s

Chilehaus

Where do we go when
Hamburg’s day turns to
night? To the Reeperbahn of
course, for instance, Angie’s
Nightclub with live music,
dancing and parties for
golden oldies over 30.
Spielbudenplatz 27 – 28

Architects have always
swooned over this
iconic example of brick
expressionism, but now
this building and the rest of
the Kontorhaus district will
attract even more tourists as
it finally became a UNESCO
World Heritage site in 2015.
Fischertwiete 2
www.chilehaus.de

Museum

BallinStadt –
Port of Dreams
This museum, which is
dedicated to the five million
Europeans who passed
Hamburg on their way to
North and South America, is
named after Albert Ballin,
who built a “city within the

Museum

Chocoversum
by Hachez
Chocoholics welcome!
Visitors of the Chocoversum
use all their senses to discover
the secret of the world’s finest

chocolates. They see, smell,
taste and finally create their
own bar of chocolate. School
groups are welcome.
Meßberg 1
www.chocoversum.de
Museum

Deichtorhallen
Europe’s largest art exhibition
complex. Among its
sections are the “House of
Photography”, displaying the
collection of F.C. Gundlach
and the exhibition hall for
contemporary art, this
aummer presenting e.g. these
two exhibitions: “Proof:
Goya, Eisenstein, Longo”
(17 February – 27 May 2018)
and “Harline von Heyl”
(22 June – 23 September 2018).
Deichtorstr. 1 – 2
www.deichtorhallen.de
Culture

Elbphilharmonie
The construction costs
skyrocketed to 10 times
the original budget and
completion was off the mark
by just a couple years, but
now it stands proud in all
its glory and the acoustics
are phenomenal: Elbe
Philharmonic Hall – the
Hanseatic city’s latest
landmark. Once the hype
subsides in a few years (will
it though?), hopefully mere
mortals will have better access
to tickets. Until then, we can
at least check out the public
observation deck at 37 meters
and take in that panoramic
view of the city and its harbor.
Platz der Deutschen Einheit 1
www.elbphilharmonie.de

Eat and Drink

Fischbratküche
Daniel Wischer
The hip restaurant within the
hip Kontorhaus district; not
born yesterday but rather in
1924. Our favorites include
the super-crisp fried fish and
the scampis.
Steinstraße 15 a
www.danielwischer.de

BlackLight
Leisure time in a
different light.
miniature golf.

Eat and Drink

Fischmarkt
Since 1703, Hamburg’s
legendary Fish Market has
been a trading center for
almost all imaginable goods.
In the early morning hours,
large crowds look for a bite
to eat after a boozy night.
Sundays from 5 to 9:30 h.
Große Elbstr. 9
www.Hamburg.de/altona/
fischmarkt
Nightlife

Frau Hedis Tanzkaffee
Hedis’ dance café is more
than just your run-of-themill harbor tour. This small
barge navigates the Elbe’s
most scenic spots around
Hamburg’s harbor while
you enjoy a nice cold drink
(which are totally affordable).
And what’s more, they have
changing events, great DJ’s
and always an awesome
atmosphere. The perfect
launching pad into Hamburg’s
nightlife!
St. Pauli Landungsbrücken,
Brücke 10, Innenkante
www.frauhedi.de
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Hamburg
Event

Hafengeburtstag
Hamburg
10 – 13 May 2018. Come
and enjoy the biggest
harbor party in the world
when Hamburg’s harbor
celebrates its anniversary
with a dragonboat race and a
sensational firework show.
www.hafengeburtstaghamburg.de
Culture

Klubhaus St. Pauli
The latest highlight of
Hamburg’s nightlife. On six
floors you’ll find music,
theater, cabaret, a laser tag
arena, live escape games
and much more.
Spielbudenplatz 21 – 22
www.klubhaus-stpauli.de
Buildings & Parks

Michel
St. Michaelis Church, the
prettiest baroque church of
the North, resplendent in
white and gold; it’s tower
makes it one of Hamburg’s
unmistakable landmarks.
From the 106 meters high
viewing platform you see

Öffnungszeiten /
opening hours:
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everything: Elbe River, the
harbor, the Reeperbahn…
Englische Planke 1a
www.st-michaelis.de
Buildings & Parks

Miniatur Wunderland
Germany’s biggest model
railroad can be found in one
of the old warehouses in the
Speicherstadt (warehouse
district), where 900 trains are
traveling through an amazing
world: Hamburg, the Alps,
the Grand Canyon, unlikely
neighbors all very close to
one another!
Kehrwieder 2 – 3, Block D
www.miniatur-wunderland.de
Memorial

Neuengamme
Concentration Camp
Memorial
With over 50 hectares, it’s
one of Germany’s largest
concentration camp
memorials. A historical
overview is established by
one main exhibition, four
complimentary exhibits and
the site itself accompanied
by documentations.
Jean-Dolidier-Weg 75
www.kz-gedenkstaetteneuengamme.de

Mo-Fr 9.30–16 Uhr
Sa, So12-19 Uhr (Apr-Sept)
12-17 Uhr (Okt-März)

Culture

Open Air Schanzenkino
In the gorgeous Schanzenpark,
directly behind the water
tower, some of the finest films
are being shown. The varied
program features everything
from current blockbusters to
relatively unknowns (also in
English!) and can be accessed
on their homepage. An hour
before the film starts, you can
partake in a lovely picnic on
the meadow.
Sternschanze 1
www.schanzenkino.de
Museum

PANIK CITY - the Udo
Lindenberg Experience
Starting 20 March 2018, Udo
has his very own personal
tech, art and culture project
at the Reeperbahn, Hamburg’s
sinful mile. Spectacular 360°audio and video installations,
unique art objects, innovative
virtual and augmented
reality – that’s the way the
panic rocker Udo likes it, and
so do we.
Spielbudenplatz 21 – 22
www.panikcity.de

Buchung von Gruppenführungen / book a group tour:
Tel.: +49 40 / 4 28 13 10

www.kz-gedenkstaette-neuengamme.de

Hamburg
aohostels.com

save
money
while
sleeping.
bed
from
12€
everyone can travel

a&o

Sports

SchwarzLICHTviertel
An eyegasm is guaranteed
at the Funtastic Minigolf
course at Germany’s largest
Indoor Blacklight world.
Draped in a mysterious layer
of fluorescent light and
accompanied by spectacular
light and sound effects,
visitors work their way
through an 18½ hole Minigolf
course from another planet.
Other attractions include a
discovery trip through the
“Blindhouse”, a pitch black
maze that you must feel
your way through, and the
“Mission Possible”, a parcour
that tests one’s dexterity and
is rigged with laser traps.
Kieler Str. 571
www.schwarzlichtviertel.de
Eat and Drink

Strandperle
A bus or ferry will take you
to Övelgönne and after a long

stroll along the Elbe river,
this “true pearl of a beach”
will be your well-deserved
heaven! In March only Fr – Su
and on sunny days, from April
daily 10 – 23 h.
Övelgönne 60
www.strandperle-hamburg.de
Nightlife

Übel & Gefährlich
“MEAN AND DANGEROUS”.
It’s not exactly harmless here
and the place is rocking and
shaking during concerts.
Behind those thick walls
however, it can get pretty
warm and jam-packed.
Perfect for meeting people!
Feldstr. 66
www.uebelundgefaehrlich.com

Event

Wasserlichtkonzerte
in Planten un Blomen
Each summer (May –
October), at the beautiful
pleasure grounds Planten un
Blomen, not far from the city
center, the Wasserlichtspiele
(lights and water spectacle)
take place daily from 22 h
(in September from 21 h). On
Sundays and holidays at 14 h,
an orchestra chimes in and
accompanies the show. Free
admission. Beforehand you
should have a a long walk or a
relaxing picnic and enjoy this
fascinating and unique park.
Planten un Blomen
www.plantenunblomen.
hamburg.de

hamburg.de
Second largest town in Germany, biggest sea harbor in
Germany – third largest in Europe – and gateway to the
world.
   
  

Altonaer Volkspark, Stadtpark, Botanischer Garten
Michel, Himmelsleiter, Elbphilharmonie
Hans Albers, Udo Lindenberg, Til Schweiger, Nena
Jungfernstieg, Große Bleichen; ABC-Viertel
warm eel soup, Labskaus (a mix of meat, fish,
potatoes, onions), red fruit jelly
Elbe , Binnen- & Außenalster
single ticket: from 3.30 €, 9 o’clock day ticket:
from 6.40 €, 9 o’clock group ticket: from 12.00 €
a&o Hamburg Hbf
Amsinckstr. 6 – 10
D-20097 Hamburg

a&o Hamburg Reeperbahn
Reeperbahn 154
D-20359 Hamburg

a&o Hamburg Hammer Kirche	  a&o Hamburg City
Hammer Landstr. 170		  Spaldingstr. 160
D-20537 Hamburg 		  D-20097 Hamburg
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Karlsruhe

Eat and Drink

Badisch Brauhaus
The live shows won’t impress
all guests, but more and more
young people are having fun
here, especially every 2nd
Thursday of the month with
“open stage”. Enjoy the BadenAlsatian fair in the cellar-vault
and take a tour of their inhouse brewery.
Stephanienstr. 38 – 40
www.badisch-brauhaus.de
Museum

Badisches
Landesmuseum
In the center of the fanshaped city landscape lies
the Karlsruher Schloss,
which houses the Badische
Landesmuseum and the
5,000 years of cultural
heritage it stands for: from
the pre- and early history, the
Greek and Roman antiquity,
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through the Turkish spoils
of war up until Art Deco
and modern design. The
next special exhibition
demonstrates when politics
fail: “Revolution” (21 April –
11 November 2018). Not just
a showcase for Che Guevara
but also covers 1918/19 and
1848/49, the 68 movement,
the French Revolution, Arab
Spring and alternatives for
the future.
Schlossbezirk 10
www.landesmuseum.de
Eat and Drink

Bento Bar
Karlsruhe is happening,
and this is where its young
creators convene. Every
Thursday from 19h, they
roll out a variegated buffet
complimented by DJ tunes,
and on Sundays it’s brunch
time from 11h. Every second

Tuesday of the month it’s the
place for open-stage readings.
Or simply come to watch
“Tatort” (popular TV crime
series) on Sundays.
Werderstr. 35
www.bento-bar.de
Buildings & Parks

Bundesverfassungs
gericht
In this building between
Schlossplatz and Botanischer
Garten, you will find the
judges and their entourage,
the brave women and men
who shield us from the
unilateral partisanship of the
incumbent cabinet; defending
the peoples’ rights versus the
incompetence and interestdriven politics excreted onto
us by the self-aggrandizing
individuals in power. We
must call on our protectors
time and again because those

Karlsruhe
politicians holding an exalted
position are either oblivious
or defiant towards basic
law. A group tour should
be booked well in advance
(at least 2 months).
Schloßbezirk 3
www.
bundesverfassungsgericht.de
Nightlife

Die Stadtmitte
The club with the trademark
tower – near the Badische
Staatstheater – is a magnet
for fervent revelers from
throughout the region. Inside,
the relaxed crowd is for once
not lounging in the typical
Karlsruher basement setting.
Outside, a spacious and lovely
oasis awaits you, as does the
balmy evening air. Simply the
perfect place for resting those
tired twinkle toes.
Baumeisterstr. 3
www.die-stadtmitte.de
Eat and Drink

Eiscafe Casal
Fresh organic ice-cream daily
in the middle of KA. These
cups are obscenely delicious
and easy on the eyes too.

21. April –
11. November
2018

Perfectamundo. Just don’t
ask how many calories!
Kaiserstr. 124 c
www.eiscasal.de
Shopping

Ettlinger Tor
THE shopping center in
Karlsruhe. Get ready for
33,000 sqm and 3 floors
of shopper’s paradise.
Karl-Friedrich-Str. 26
www.ettlinger-tor.de
Buildings & Parks

Europa-Park
Imagine exploring all of
Europe in just one day!
At Europa-Park, Germany’s
largest theme park, you can
do just that. The 100 km ride
down south to Rust is totally
worth it: Over 100 attractions
and shows, 15 European
themed areas, the new
attraction Voletarium (since
last year). Summer 2018 will
see a new Virtual Reality
attraction and the newly
manicured themed area
France reemerge as its latest
highlight. Tickets available
at www.365tickets.de
Europa-Park-Str. 2,
77977 Rust
www.europapark.com

Shopping

Glam
The fresh, young fashion
labels of tomorrow can be
found at the Glam of today.
Their store near Ludwigplatz
impresses with its breezy
affability: a friendly and
discreet staff, modern interior
design and the occasional
event to change up the pace
of the oft-dreary shopping
routine.
Erbprinzenstr. 26
www.glam-ka.de
Culture

Kino Schauburg
It’s still here, the velvety red
cinema of a passed era where
they continue to screen the
mainstream flicks but also
honest-to-goodness art house
films. Nostalgic beauty and
real charm!
Marienstr. 16
www.schauburg.de
Culture

Kreativpark
Alter Schlachthof
On the grounds of the Alte
Schlachthof (old stockyard),
the most diverse cultural
endeavors have sprouted

Revolution!
… für Anfänger innen
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Karlsruhe
from here in the past few
years. A jazz club, theater,
galleries, the popular Tollhaus,
open-air stages. Definitely
worth a visit.
Durlacher Allee 62
www.alterschlachthofkarlsruhe.de
Eat and Drink

La Rose
Welcome to Karlsruhe’s
snack bar deluxe. Day-byday (except for Sunday) the
team makes the heart of any
bon-vivant beat faster. The
recipe of success is as easy as
it is honest: delicious Arabian
food, fresh and handmade,
friendly service and a cozy
interior that reminds us of
the Arabian nights.
Akademiestr. 32

Eat and Drink

Mauritius
This restaurant offers
something for everyone’s
taste and the prices are
friendly too: the food is
Mediterranean inspired and
the selection of cocktails is
heavenly. These cocktails
can even be ordered to-go,
so that you have one for the
(short) road back to you’re
a&o room.
Bahnhofplatz 14 – 16
www.my-mauritius.com
Museum

Naturkundemuseum
The new permanent exhib
ition “Form and Function –
Nature as a Model” and
changing special exhibitions

draw visitors of all ages
with a fascination for nature,
day in and day out.
Erbprinzenstr. 13
www.smnk.de
Sightseeing

Rhine Cycle Route: from
Karlsruhe to Strasbourg
80 kilometers in 5 – 6 hours;
this should be manageable.
And it’s also a pleasant,
interesting and environ
mentally friendly mode of
travel. For your trip back we
do suggest taking the train,
or simply wait a few months
(or years) until an a&o opens
up in Strasbourg.
www.fahrrad-tour.de/Rheintal/
RheinStrassburgKarlsruhe.htm

Karlsruhe Card
Karlsruhe kompakt in einer Karte erleben und mit dem
HopOn/HopOff Bus die schönsten Plätze entdecken

K
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– rein ins Erle

rlsruhe
formation Ka
der Tourist-In
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ltl
e
hä
.d
Er
e-tourismus
ww.karlsruh
oder unter w

karlsruhe
www.karlsruhe-tourismus.de
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Karlsruhe
Sightseeing

Schlossgartenbahn
Karlsruhe
The Schlossgartenbahn
(palace garden train) runs
each year from Good
Friday until All Hallows, on
weekends / holidays and
between the end of May and
the beginning of October
also during the week. A tour
lasts about 20 minutes. The
“Bähnle”, as they fondly call
it, enjoys immense popularity
among the residents of
Karlsruhe.
ka.stadtwiki.net/
Schlossgartenbahn
Buildings & Parks

Turmberg
The Turmberg, the local
mountain of KarlsruheDurlach, offers a magnificent
view of the city’s rooftops.
528 steps gets you to the
top – and climbers can
reward themselves to a
meal at Klenert’s restaurant.
Dear hiking boycotters, no
worries – Germany’s oldest
cable car, the Turmbergbahn,
will carry all those tired legs
for you.
Reichardtstr. 22
www.karlsruhe-tourismus.de/
Media/Attraktionen/Turmberg
Nightlife

Vanguarde
The colourful appendage to
the Karlsruhe cultural- and
nightlife scene is a club, bar,
café & bistro combined, and
they’re eager to prove that
provincial stenches have

long aired out. An extremely
well-rounded program that
features Hip Hop through
Dubstep, readings and theater.
If you miss out it’s your own
fault!
Hardtstr. 37a
www.vanguar.de
Sports

Waldseilpark
Karlsruhe
Time for a climb? The
Waldseilpark Karlsruhe
offers both little and large
spidermen lots of space
to swing and dangle. The
102 climbing stations of
the 12 parcours are nicely
arranged and nestled on the
idyllic Turmberg of KarlsruheDurlach. It is so pretty, in
fact, that they were recently

named one of Germany’s ten
most beautiful rope courses.
Jean-Ritzert-Str.
www.waldseilpark-Karlsruhe.
de
Culture

ZKM –
Center for Art
and Media
At ZKM there’s a whole lot
to discover. Multiple cultural
institutions collaborate here
on interdisciplinary projects:
the “Museum of New Art”,
the “Media Museum”, the
“Institute for Picture Media”,
the “Institute for Music and
Acousitcs” and the “Institute
for Media, Education and
Economy”.
Lorenzstr. 19
www.zkm.de

karlsruhe.de
Seat of Federal Supreme Court and Federal
Constitutional Court, where margrave Karl found
his Ruhe (peace).
   

  

Zoologischer Stadtgarten, Schlossgarten,
Botanischer Garten
Lauterberg, Schlossturm, Turmberg
Markgraf Karl-Wilhelm, Roman Herzog
Kaiserstraße, Südliche Waldstraße, Ettlinger Tor,
Postgalerie
Wine, Fleischkäse (meat loaf), Maultaschen 		
(Swabian raviolis)
single ticket: from 2 €, day ticket: from 6.40 €
ticketplus alsace from 7.50 €
a&o Karlsruhe
Bahnhofplatz 14 – 16
D-76137 Karlsruhe
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Leipzig

Nightlife

Eat and Drink

Absturz

Auerbachs Keller

Leipzig’s nightlife area “Karli”
boasts a row of bars and clubs,
one right next to the other.
Absturz could be your last stop
of the evening; not because of
it’s namesake (meaning: crash),
but rather for the dope parties
you won’t want to leave.
Karl-Liebknecht-Str. 36
www.absturz.com

This tavern is world famous
and part of German
collective memory since
one scene of Goethe’s
drama “Faust” is set here.
Goethe included “Auerbachs
Keller” in his play because
he personally appreciated
frequenting it as a student.
The “Goethe-Zimmer”
features an array of imagery
depicting the poet himself.
Mädler Passage,
Grimmaische Str. 2 – 4
www.auerbachs-keller-leipzig.
de

Buildings & Parks

asisi Panometer Leipzig
“Panometer” is a portmanteau
of Panorama and Gasometer.
The artist Yadegar Asisi turned
the impressive rotunda into a
revolving exhibition of visual
realms to discover. The new
show “Titanic, The Promise
of Modernity” leads us
3,800 meters below sea level
to the wreckage of the Titanic.
Richard-Lehmann-Str. 114
www.asisi.de
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Event

Bachfest Leipzig
From 8 – 17 June 2018, the
Neue Bachgesellschaft
celebrates the 93rd Bach
Festival. This year at the
“Leipziger Cantata Ring”,

the top 30 cantatas by Bach’s
best interpreters will be
performed at Bach’s original
venues.
www.bachfestLeipzig.de
Museum

Bach-Museum
Leipzig without Bach is
unimaginable. His life, and
his family, are on permanent
display here via interactive
stations and multimedia.
Thomaskirchhof 15/16
www.bach-leipzig.de
Culture

Baumwollspinnerei
This former cotton spinning
mill was turned into one
of the most interesting
production and exhibition
venues for contemporary
art (their most famous is
certainly Neo Rauch) and
culture, housing 100 artists’

studios, galleries, workshops,
architects, various designers
such as jewelry and fashion
designers. We recommend the
guided tour: Fridays from 12 to
16 h, Saturdays from 11 to 16 h,
every hour on the hour.
Spinnereistr. 7
www.spinnerei.de

Culture

die naTo
Films, live acts and readings
so far from the mainstream.
For over 30 years now, naTo
has been THE socio-cultural
address in town.
Karl-Liebknecht-Str. 46
www.nato-leipzig.de

Buildings & Parks

Eat and Drink

BELANTIS - Leisure Park

Gosenschenke

Welcome to the adventure
kingdom Belantis, the largest
amusement park in former
East Germany, with over
60 attractions in 8 themed
worlds. Who wouldn’t want
to become a pharaoh, knight
or pirate for a day? Don’t miss
out on the mega rollercoaster
HURACAN and the wild water
ride “Pharao’s Curse”.
Zur Weißen Mark 1
www.belantis.de
Eat and Drink

Café Waldi
Great menus at affordable
prices in a cozy living room
atmosphere – dancing in the
evening.
Peterssteinweg 10
www.cafewaldi.de
Eat and Drink

Coffe Baum
Located in the heart of the
historic city center, just a few
steps from the old City Hall, is
Germany’s oldest coffee house
serving the Saxons’ favorite
beverage: coffee. The unusual
house sign gave this place its
name: “the Arab Coffee Tree”.
Kleine Fleischergasse 4
www.coffe-baum.de

This rustic pub’s beer garden
is a true oasis! The perfect
place to try a real home-made
“Gose” (beer) or a “Leipziger
Allasch” (caraway liquor).
Menckestr. 5
www.gosenschenke.de
Museum

ORIGINALS
at CineStar Leipzig:
Two blockbusters a week
for native speakers and
truth seekers:
Get your double serving of
original English versions!

GRASSI Museum
The Grassi museum at
Johannisplatz houses three
large museums of national
reputation: Museum of
Applied Arts, Museum of
Ethnography and Museum
of Musical Instruments. We
find the applied arts the most
entertaining, for instance with
Andy Warhol, a 360° Sensory
Landscape, or “Play with Me”,
an interactive multimedia
installation in the foyer (and
not just for kids).
Johannisplatz 5 – 11
www.grassimuseum.de
Sports

Kletterwald Leipzig
Let’s head out to the
Albrechtshainer lake for an
adventure at the Kletterwald!
Roughly 3 hectares with
11 obstacle courses and
over 100 climbing elements.

SNEAK
IEW
PREV
h
al Englis
in origin

Surprise, surprise!
Every 1st Monday
of the month
Dare to be amazed:
See a film surprise in the
original English version!

Info and tickets at cinestar.de
CineStar Leipzig
Petersstr. 44 | 04109 Leipzig
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Leipzig
Conveniently located
nearby a&o Leipzig.
Am Albrechtshainer See 1
www.kletterwald-leipzig.de
Sports

Lake Markkleeberg
Canoe Park
Not only professional
sportsmen use this canoeing
parcour during training.
Everyone over 12 years of age
can feel the energy of the
raging currents for themselves.
Adventurers without any prior
experience can try whitewater
rafting in rubber dinghies. If
you’re more experienced and a
daredevil at heart, you can opt
for the kayak to compete with
the wild stream.
Wildwasserkehre 1,
04416 Markkleeberg
www.kanupark-markkleeberg.
com

aohostels.com

it is
what
it is.
a room.

bed
from
12€
everyone can travel
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a&o

Event

Nightlife

Leipziger
Hörspielsommer

Moritzbastei

6 – 15 July 2018. The largest
German audio drama festival
is breaking new grounds
by extending their program
beyond Summer. From June
till November, this year’s
series “Versteckte Orte”
(Hidden Places) orchestrates
audio drama matinees and
evenings in offbeat places e.g.,
back courtyards. Something
for every taste, whether
old-timer or first-timer.
What’s more, there’s various
events for children, evening
activities and not to mention
the colorful flocks of eager
listeners.
www.hoerspielsommer.de
Shopping

Mädler-Passage
From 1912 to 1914, this real
gem was constructed. No
mall or shopping center of
the new age can measure
up to this embellished and
vivacious attraction. Whoever
wants some change of pace
from the homogenized
shopping experience
should advance to the
Mädlerpassage. Prestigious
brands such as Wempe,
Lacoste, Aigner or Mont
Blanc are all represented
here as well as the Leipziger
institutions Auerbachs Keller
or the Kümmel Apotheke
(Pharmacy).
Grimmaische Str. 2 - 4
www.maedler-passage-leipzig.
de

Leipzig’s largest cultural
center has evolved into one of
the most popular locations in
the city’s (sub)cultural scene.
Universitätsstr. 9
www.moritzbastei.de
Museum

Museum
der Bildenden Künste
The Museum of Visual Arts
was opened in 1858 and is
Leipzig’s first museum ever.
It showcases the city-owned
collection of paintings and
sculptures and hosts one
of the oldest, largest and
most valuable bourgeois
art collections in Germany.
Katharinenstr. 10
www.mdbk.de
Eat and Drink

Restaurant Zest
No dogs please. Of course
not! This is a vegetarian and
vegan restaurant. Aside from
good food, they also serve
delicious cocktails made with
fresh fruits or vegetables.
Some even with booze!
Bornaische Str. 54
www.zest-leipzig.de
Buildings & Parks

Thomaskirche Leipzig
This is one of the two main
churches in Leipzig. Built
in early 13th century, it is
known mainly as the domain
of Johann Sebastian Bach
and the home of the famous
Thomaner Choir.
Thomaskirchhof 18
www.thomaskirche.org

Leipzig
Buildings & Parks

Sightseeing

Sightseeing

Völkerschlachtdenkmal

Zeitgeschichtliches
Forum Leipzig

Zoo Leipzig

This site commemorates
the decisive battle against
Napoleon, the Battle of
the Nations in 1813 and is
situated not far from where
Napoleon’s command center
was. 91 meters and 364 steps
high, it allows a spectacular
view over Leipzig and its
surroundings. The museum
FORUM 1813 imparts the
necessary insights from this
epoch.
Straße des 18. Oktober 100
www.stadtgeschichtlichesmuseum-leipzig.de/
besuch/unsere-haeuser/
voelkerschlachtdenkmalforum-1813
Event

WGT –
Wave-Gotik-Treffen
18 – 21 May 2018. This is
primarily a “gothic” festival,
hence the name, and it’s the
most prominent of its kind in
Germany. But the program
of supporting events is also
quite the looker: parties,
readings, exhibits, role plays,
church concerts, medieval
markets, workshops…
www.wave-gotik-treffen.de

This museum recalls the
history of political repression,
opposition as well as
resistance. It covers the
peaceful revolution but also
the everyday-life under the
communist dictatorship. This
is a place for contemplative
examination of German
contemporary history from
the end of World War II
until the present day. The
permanent exhibition will
undergo remodeling from
19 January through the end
of the year.
Grimmaische Str. 6
www.hdg.de

Gorillas and chimpanzees are
swinging around in Pongoland
and the elephants go for a
swim at the Ganesha Mandir
Temple. The biodiversity of
the rainforest can be dis
covered in the Gondwana
Land section, where you can
take a boat ride “Jurassic
Park” style on the jungle river
Gamanil at a subtropical 25°C
or wander along winding
rainforest paths and treetops.
A walk through the zoo will
take you around the globe.
Since August, visitors can
also climb the Himalayas and
visit snow leopards and red
pandas.
Pfaffendorfer Str. 29
www.zoo-leipzig.de

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

leipzig.de
Trade fair city – for nearly 850 years, also called Hype-zig
as it attracts so many young creative types
   

  

Rosental, Clara-Zetkin-Park, Johannapark
City-Hochhaus “steiler Zahn”, Rathausturm,
Völkerschlachtdenkmal
Johann Sebastian Bach, Christian Führer,
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
Petersstraße, Grimmaische Straße, Mädlerpassage
Leipzig mixed vegetable, Gose (a Leipzig cult beer)
Elster, Pleiße, Cospudener & Kulkwitzer See
single ticket: from 2.60€, day ticket: from 7.40 €
Leipzig regio card 5 pers.: 38€
a&o Leipzig Hbf
Brandenburger Str. 2
D-04103 Leipzig
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Munich

Nightlife

089 Bar
The 089 Bar is unconventional
and in some ways sort of
flavor enhanced within
Munich’s bar scene. Whether
House or Rock, there is
something for everybody:
after work Tu – Sa or an
evening with friends (Friday
is stricter at the door). The
crowd is as eclectic as the
music.
Maximiliansplatz 5
www.089-bar.de
Event

185. Oktoberfest
22 September – 7 October
2018. Just take the subway
U4 or U5 till the Theresien
wiese or Schwanthalerhöhe,
or walk from a&o and just
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follow the hordes of people
marching toward the Wiesn.
Theresienwiese
www.oktoberfest.de
Eat and Drink

Augustiner-Keller
At just about 10 minutes
walking distance from our
a&o Munich Hackerbrücke
location, don’t miss the cozy
Augustiner-Keller, one of
the city’s most popular beer
havens featuring the famous
stock cellar restaurant and
exquisite beer garden. On
sunny days, celebrate the
good life with an ice cold beer,
a giant brezel and weisswurst
in the cool shade of their old
chestnut trees.
Arnulfstr. 52
www.augustinerkeller.de

Eat and Drink

Backstage
In case it’s alreay midnight
and you are still thirsty, you
may go ‘backstage’ – that’s
the name of a nice beer
garden open until 3 am
during the week and until
5 am on weekends.
Friedenheimer Brücke 7
www.backstage.eu
Culture

Bavaria Filmstadt
One of the largest and most
important film and TV-studios
is inviting you to take an
exhilarating behind-thescenes peek at the world of
TV and movie making. Then
there is the BULLYVERSUM,
an interactive discovery
tour into the world of actor
and comedian Michael Bully
Herbig, and then head over

to the 4D motion simulation
cinema.
Bavariafilmplatz 7, 82031
Geiselgasteig
www.filmstadt.de
Eat and Drink

Der Pschorr
At Vikutalienmarkt, there are
so many treats to discover.
Just next door to the Italian
delicatessen Eataly, there’s
the tavern Wirtshaus Pschorr
where you’ll find regional
products and solid oak tables
to match their high standards.
Viktualienmarkt 15
www.der-pschorr.de
Eat and Drink

Eataly
Munich’s premier address
for food culture a l’italia (eat
Italy). Exquisite delicacies can
be had at their many market
stalls but also at 16 different
locales and stands. Every city
should have an Eataly, and
it’s a shame that Germany
only has one as of now. The
first one was launched in
Turin back in 2007. Especially
nice is the NYC location, just
opposite the Flat Iron Building.
Viktualienmarkt 15
www.eataly.net
Buildings & Parks

Frauenkirche
Munich’s widely visible
landmark, the “Cathedral
of Our Lady” is the seat of
the Archbishop of Munich
and Freising. Its towers are
98 meters high and a favored
photo motif.
Frauenplatz 1
www.muenchner-dom.de

Eat and Drink

Hofbräuhaus München
Though rather touristy
and crowded, indeed, the
Hofbräuhaus is still a beautiful
place and one of the most
iconic places of the city.
They even have branches
in Las Vegas and Dubai!
Platzl 9
www.hofbraeuhaus.de
Museum

Jewish Museum
How about a little bit of
culture and history? In this
museum, you can learn a lot
about Jewish life in Munich.
The square building is located
between the Community
Center and the Synagogue.
We highly recommend a visit
to the bookstore and cafe:
they are simply beautiful.
St.-Jakobs-Platz 16
www.juedisches-museummuenchen.de
Event

Kulturstrand
Ready for the island? The
museum island is idyllically
located in the Isar and it
serves as the perfect place
to refuel one’s batteries.
Outdoors and free of charge,
you get everything that
makes a vacation indelible:
beach bar, open air cinema,
theater program, live music,
children’s program and last
but not least, the magnificent
Isar meadows.
Vater-Rhein-Brunnen an der
Ludwigsbrücke
www.kulturstrand.org

Welcome
to
Paradise!
THERMAL SPRING
26 SAUNAS
26 SLIDES
WAVEPOOL AREA

www.therme-erding.de
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Munich
Memorial

Sports

KZ-Gedenkstätte
Dachau

Lasertag Tension

Just several weeks after
Hitler was appointed Reich
Chancellor, a concentration
camp was built in Dachau
for political prisoners. It
served as the blueprint for
the concentration camps that
followed and as a “school
of violence” for the SS, the
outfit that simultaneously
presided over the camp.
Since 1965, it serves as a
memorial site and receives
roughly 800,000 visitors
from all over the world
annually.
Alte Römerstr. 75, Dachau
www.kz-gedenkstaettedachau.de

In a large hall just before the
gates of Munich, you can duke
it out with your opponents.
Since their expansion a few
years ago, they now boast
over 3000 sqm reserved for
paintball / laser tag battles.
Ages 18 and up.
Robert-Bosch-Str. 12, 85748
Garching
indoorgames.de
Museum

Lenbachhaus
In addition to the historic
rooms designed by Lenbach
himself and paintings from
19th century Munich, this
museum has the world’s
largest collection of the ‘Blue
Riders’, with paintings from

artists like Wassily Kandinsky,
Gabriele Münter, Franz
Marc und August Macke.
Furthermore, there is a whole
section for art after 1945 (e.g.,
two major environments by
Joseph Beuys) and special
exhibitions.
Königsplatz
www.lenbachhaus.de
Shopping

Lollipop & Alpenrock
Lola Paltinger
Fashion meets traditional
costume – at Lola Paltinger
you can find the right
traditional Bavarian costume.
Not only for Octoberfest – a
Bavarian dress always makes
a great gift.
Tal 27
www.lolapaltinger.com

IRISH CELTIC | HANS KLOK | DER WATZMANN

RUFT! | FALCO | WAHNSINN – DAS MUSICAL MIT

DEN HITS VON WOLFGANG PETRY | THE NUTCRACKER

RELOADED | YAMATO – THE DRUMMERS | VOM FISCHER

UND SEINER FRAU – DAS MÄRCHENMUSICAL | MAMMA MIA!

CARMEN LA CUBANA | LET IT BE

Deutsches Theater München | Schwanthalerstraße 13 | 80336 München

TICKETS: 089 – 55 234 444 | www.deutsches-theater.de
Gruppenermäßigung ab 20 Personen: gruppen@deutsches-theater.de
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Munich
Nightlife

Milch und Bar
While it’s cold outside, it gets
hot in this hip club! You can
dance to Club Classics, House,
Electro & Breakbeats till the
morning hours on Mondays,
Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays. For those looking
for adventure or the love of
their lives, they can find it
here, at least for one night…
Refreshingly shi-shi free.
Sonnenstr. 27
www.milchundbar.de
Eat and Drink

Milchhäusl
Directly at the entrance of
the English Garden in the
student’s quarter, this en
chanting pavilion called
Milchhäusl (milk hut) offers

a variety of organic sausages
in addition to Obatzda
(cheese spread), warm
pretzels and delicious salads.
Don’t miss this popular and
trendy organic “imbiss”
(snack stand) and beer
garden!
Königinstr. 6
www.milchhaeusl.de
Sports

Müller’sches Volksbad
When the Prince Regent
opened this neo-baroque bath
in 1901 it was the largest, most
expensive swimming pool in
the world. The swimming pool,
sauna, tubs and shower baths
are accessible from early in
the morning until quite late,
and are especially popular
among the inhabitants of

Munich. This art nouveau gem
is one of the most spectacular
bath houses in all of Europe.
Rosenheimer Str. 1
Culture

Münchner
Kammerspiele
This little theater is con
sidered one of Germany’s
most important speaking
theaters, Bertolt Brecht
once directed his famous
pieces here. Nowadays, it
attracts and entertains its
audience with a first class
repertoire, such as Goethe,
Schiller, Shakespeare,
Tschechow, Kafka as well
as contemporaries.
Falckenbergstr. 2
www.muenchnerkammerspiele.de

Culture

Munich
and National
Socialism

The Cradle
of Terror

Opernfestspiele
24 June – 31 July 2018.
The climax of Munich’s
year in classical music.
The opening concert presents Schostakowitsch,
Prokofjew and Tschaikowsky,
with free admission!
Bayerische Staatsoper,
Max-Joseph-Platz 2
www.muenchner-opernfestspiele.de
Memorial

Munich Documentation
Centre for the History
of National Socialism
What is that huge white cube
at the beautiful Königsplatz,
precisely where the “Braune
Haus” (the headquarters
of the NSDAP) was located
72 years ago? Munich is
working through its brown
history and exhibiting it on
4 floors.
Brienner Str. 34
www.nsdokumentationszentrummuenchen.de
Museum

Museum Brandhorst

Di – So 10 –19 Uhr
Max-Mannheimer-Platz 1
80333 München
www.ns-dokuzentrum
-muenchen.de

Foto: Stadtarchiv München, FS-WREP-0060 (Kurt Huhle)
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A true architectural marvel
inside and out! The stunning
facade is clad in 36,000 multicolored ceramic rods that
fend off the rain. Inside,
visitors can stroll around
in the spacious and bright
galleries and (re)discover
the 20th and 21st century’s
trailblazing artists. This year
on display: “Cy Twombly: In
the Studio” (until 26 August)

and “Jutta Koether – Tour de
Dame” (18 May – 21 October
2018).
Theresienstr. 35 a
www.museum-brandhorst.de
Nightlife

NY.Club
Those popular NY.Club
parties are now being held at
their new location, directly
opposite of the park Café
in the Alte Botanische
Garten. With the new spaces,
2 bars, 5m high ceilings, airconditioning and an 80m²
terrace, it sounds like a
winner!
Elisenstr. 3
www.nyclub.de
Museum

Pinakothek der
Moderne
One of the world’s most
important museums for
the art of the 20th and 21st
century, from modern art to
the latest in contemporary
art, with artists like Max
Beckmann, Ernst-Ludwig
Kirchner, Paul Klee, the
Bauhaus, Beuys, Baselitz,
Sigmar Polke, Dan Flavin,
Peter Doig, Neo Rauch,
Stephen Shore, William
Eggleston, Jeff Wal, Pipilotti
Rist, Thomas Hirschhorn…
Barer Str. 40
www.pinakothek.de
Sports

Surfing in the Eisbach
Don’t scratch your head
if you spot folks running
around the Isar metropolis

Munich

Sports

Therme Erding
The world’s largest Hot Spa
Water World awaits you
with wellness, fitness, fun,
recreation and summer all
year round. Bathe in the
turquoise thermal water
and relax under palm trees
in exotic surroundings or
enjoy the 26 thrilling slides of
GALAXY ERDING. Ride the
waves in the new Wavepool
area or indulge in the warmth
of the Spa area and its
saunas. There is something for
everyone here, so come and
discover your favorite spot!
Thermenallee 1, 85435 Erding
www.therme-erding.de
Event

Tollwood
Sommerfestival
27th June – 22th July 2018.
The Tollwood summer festival
is celebrating it´s 30th
birthday. In the “tent city” at
the foot of the Olympic hill
there’s a festival of art, culture
and zest for life taking place.
There’s international stars and

artists, fascinating theater
pieces and much more.
Olympiapark Süd
www.tollwood.de
Museum

ValentinKarlstadtMusäum
The German Charlie Chaplin.
If you don’t know Karl
Valentin, then you’ve been
frittering away your life.
But it’s not too late! Come
visit this lovingly designed
museum.
Im Tal 50
www.valentin-musaeum.de

it’s big.
it’s
easy. bedm
fro
12€
it’s
central.

aohostels.com

with a surfboard under their
arm. Their destination is
the Eisbach in the English
Garden, more specifically,
the wave they’ll find there.
It’s irrelevant whether the
summer sun is ablaze or the
ice floes are floating down
the river.
Prinzregentenstr. /
Eisbachbrücke
www.eisbachwelle.de

everyone can travel

a&o

muenchen.de
The capital of the Free State of Bavaria. Chic and lovely,
at the Alps, near Bella Italia, serene Switzerland and
the Mediterranean…
   

  

Englischer Garten, Olympiapark (Sommerspiele 1972),
Schlosspark Nymphenburg, Biergärten, Frauenkirche
Olympiaturm
Karl Valentin, König Ludwig II., Franz Beckenbauer
Marienplatz bis Stachus & Odeonsplatz,
Gärtnerplatzviertel, Maximilianstraße
Weißwurst (white sausage) with sweet mustard,
fresh pretzels, Weißbier (wheat beer)
Isar
single ticket: from 2.90 €, day ticket: from 6.70 €
group ticket 5 pers.: 12.80 €
a&o München Laim		
Landsberger Straße 338		
D-80687 München		

a&o München Hbf
Bayerstr. 75
D-80335 München

a&o München Hackerbrücke
Arnulfstr. 102
D-80636 München
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aohostels.com

save
money
while
sleeping.
everyone can travel

a&o

bed
m
o
r
f
12€

Nuremberg

Museum

Albrecht Dürer House
Albrecht Dürer (1471 – 1528),
Germany’s most famous
painter, lived in this
impressive half-timbered
house for nearly 20 years,
starting in 1509. Not only is
it one of the few surviving
merchant houses from
Nuremberg’s Golden Age,
but it is also the only 16th
century artist’s home re
maining in Northern Europe.
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Special attractions include
the guided tours, led by an
actress playing Dürer’s wife,
Agnes.
Albrecht-Dürer-Str. 39
www.museen.nuernberg.de
Shopping

Butzers
Designer Outlet
Tired of your old Prada
jacket? Here you’ll get some
new stuff by Gucci, Versace,
Burberry… everything you’ll

need to make a grand entrance
at your Hostel!
Äußere Bayreuther Straße 63 + 65
www.butzers.eu
Memorial

Memorium Nuremberg
Trials – Courtroom 600
World history was written in the
courtroom of the Nuremberg
Palace of Justice. This is where
leaders of the Nazi regime
had to answer for their crimes
before an international tribunal

Nuremberg
between 20 November 1945,
and 1 October 1946. The
trials have had an enormous
influence on the development
of international criminal
law up until the present
day. The information and
documentation center on the
top floor of the Courthouse
provides insights about the
defendants and their crimes,
the Nuremberg Follow-Up
Trials of 1946 – 49 and the
impact of the Trials right up
to the present.
Bärenschanzstr. 72
www.memorium-nuernberg.de
Museum

Germanisches
Nationalmuseum
In a town notorious for their
past Nuremberg Rallies,
words like ‘Germanic’ and
‘national’ seem a tad bit dated.
But it’s really a fantastic
museum with the most
comprehensive collection
on cultural history in the
German-speaking realm;
from the Renaissance till
Enlightenment.
Kartäusergasse 1
www.gnm.de
Eat and Drink

Kulturgarten
Across from the central
station and a just few steps
from the a&o, you’ll find
the KulturQuartier with its
manifold offering. We are
stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

Sports

especially fond of the
KulturWirtschaft located
here, and it’s not just because
of the delightful selection of
draft beer from local brewers,
seriously.. but if you’re in
town this place is a must, and
so is the beer.
Königstr. 93
www.k4-kulturgarten.de

Swimming, sliding, wellness,
palm trees, beaches… 100%
vacation feeling at Nuremberg’s
massive spa and amusement
park.
Albertus-Magnus-Straße 29,
90547 Stein
www.palm-beach.de

Museum

Eat and Drink

Neues Museum

Zum Guldenen
Stern – Historische
Bratwurstküche

Art and Design under one roof.
Nuremberg’s large collection
of international contemporary
Art and selected examples of
Design from around the globe
since 1945 until today. The
permanent exhibition includes
the collection Böckmann:
69 works of Gerhard Richter,
Gotthard Graubner, A. R.
Penck and Isa Genzken.
Klarissenplatz
www.nmn.de

Palm Beach

Only 10 minutes away from
a&o, you will discover the
oldest Bratwurst restaurant
in the world! Freshly made
raw sausages are grilled over
beechwood flames and fill
Nuremberg’s old town with
their irresistible aroma. So,
just follow your nose.
Zirkelschmiedsgasse 26
www.bratwurstkueche.de

nuernberg.de
Second largest town in the Free State of Bavaria, Nazi
party rally grounds, Nuremberg Trials
   

  

Stadtpark, Volkspark Marienberg & Dutzen,
Fränkische Schweiz
Kaiserburg, Fernmeldeturm “Ei”, Lorenzkirche
Albrecht Dürer
Krämerstraße, Adalbertstraße, Pontstraße
Nuremberg roast sausages, Nuremberg
Lebkuchen (ginger bread)
Pegnitz, Wöhrder See, Gänsemännchenbrunen,
Langsee
single ticket: from 3.10 €, day ticket: from 8.10 €
a&o Nürnberg Hbf
Bahnhofstr. 13 – 15
D-90402 Nürnberg
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Prague

Eat and Drink

Nightlife

Biergarten Letná

Club Radost fx

Prague’s real gem of a
beer garden is located in a
beautiful park. The Vltava
river and the historic town
lie at our feet… What a
magnificent view, and the
good Czech beer tastes all
the more delicious!
Letenské sady

A stylish night club where
house, techno and soul music
is played. Great chill-out
lounges offer an opportunity
to take a rest. Follow up
partying with their famous US
brunch in the in-house bistro.
Belehradská 120
www.radostfx.cz

Eat and Drink

Eat and Drink

Café Slavia

Dinitz – Kosher
Restaurant

Coffeehouse culture at its
peak form – since 1884. One
of the world’s most splendid
art deco coffee houses faces
the shore of the Vltava. Don’t
pass up this place. You may
recognize the famous painting
“Absinthe Drinker” by Viktor
Oliva.
Smetanovo nábreží 1012/2
www.cafeslavia.cz
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If you eat kosher or enjoy
kosher food, you certainly will
not starve in Prague. In the
heart of the Jewish Quarter,
just behind the Spanish
Synagogue, you’ll have the
opportunity to re-energize
between stops in your cultural
program. On Fridays you can
try the Sabbath dinner for

29 € – 4 courses and drinks
included. Strictly glatt kosher.
Bílkova 12
www.dinitz.cz
Culture

DOX Centre for
Contemporary Art
The ultimate place for
modern art in old Prague.
Osadní 34
www.doxPrague.org
Shopping

Flea Market Bleší trhy
Anyone with a penchant for
used items, surprising finds
and other odds and ends
at amazingly cheap prices
should visit this market. You
get everything from car parts
and electronics to antique tea
sets and musical instruments.
The food stall at the entrance
makes great pizza and sells
cheap beer. Sa + Su 6 – 13 h.
Vysocany, ulice U Elektry
www.blesitrhy.cz

Prague
Nightlife

Museum

Jazz Dock Jazz & Blues Bar & Café

Museum of
Communism

What an inviting location,
even the exterior! Once
indoor, barely over the water
level, you’ll get the strange
impression of being inside
a ship. At night, various live
jazz bands and the 10 meterlong bar are a sure promise for
great drinks and a fun night
out.
Janáckovo nábreží 2
www.jazzdock.cz
Sightseeing

Kampa Island
The Kampa Island on the West
Bank of the Vltava River is
absolutely charming: sweet
little alleys, rustic inns, a
tucked away John Lennon
mural and inviting cafés.
The café Kavárna Mlýnská
has made its nest inside a
mill in the Kampa Park and is
greatly cherished by all the
daydreaming wanderers and
avant-gardists of the city.
Všehrdova 449/14
Culture

MeetFactory Prag
MeetFactory is a non-profit
international center for
contemporary art founded by
the acclaimed Czech artist
David Cerný. It focuses on
original projects in the fields of
visual arts, theater and music
as well as interdisciplinary
and experimental platforms.
MeetFactory is a space with
no barriers, it’s fully accessible
and so is its program.
Ke Sklárne 3213/15
www.meetfactory.cz

“Communism – the Dream,
theReality and the Nightmare”.
Take a minute to think about
the past: The museum focuses
on the totalitarian regime
from the February coup
in 1948 to its rapid collapse
in November 1989.
V Celnici 1031/4
www.muzeumkomunismu.cz
Buildings & Parks

Old Jewish Cemetery
Old Jewish Cemetery
in Prague. This is one of
Europe’s most famous Jewish
cemeteries. It’s rather narrow
and somewhat hilly since the
deceased were buried here

stacked up to 12 layers
due to lack of space.
U starého hrbitova 3a
Eat and Drink

Riegrovy Sady
Probably Prague’s biggest
and most popular beer
garden, filled to the brim
during good weather. A
great meeting point to drink
beer and watch soccer
games in good company.
From the BBQ: Krainer
Wurst (Kranjska Klobasa),
eggplant and a lot of other
delicacies. If you want more
solitude, take your beer and
picnic and flee to the nearby
park.
Riegrovy Sady 28
www.restauraceriegrovysady.
cz

prague.eu
The “golden city” is the capital of the Czech Republic.
   
  

Riegrovy sady, Havlí kovy sady
Petrín, Hradcany
Václav Havel, Kaiser Rudolf II, Bedrich Smetana,
Franz Kafka
“Goldenes Kreuz” around Wenzelsplatz (Václavské
námestí, Na príkope, 28. Ríjna und Národní tída);
between Altstädter Ring and Karlsbrücke;
Celetná-Gasse
Roast pork with dumpling and cabbage, beer and
for dessert Palatschinken (pancakes filled with jam)
Vltava
single ticket: from 32 CZK (ca. 1.20 €),
day ticket: from 110 CZK (ca. 4 €)
3 day ticket: from 310 CZK (ca. 11.50 €)
a&o Prag Metro Strízkov		
Decinska 1		
CZ - 18000 Prag 8		

a&o Prag Rhea
Uzlabine 3068/19
CZ - 10800 Prag
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Salzburg

Museum

Sightseeing

Biblical World

Castle lift

Discover the treasure of the
Bible in a world of wonder
unique throughout Europe.
In this 600 sqm museum, you
can visit an oriental Market,
feel the world and message
of Jesus of Nazareth and walk
over a 40 sqm map of the
Mediterranean Sea to trace
the footsteps of the Apostle
Paul. An excursion here is an
adventure for adults as well
as for children. Audio guides
are tailored for kids 5 – 8 years
old, 9 – 12 and for adults too.
You also can book a guided
tour which is led by the bible
experts separately.
Plainstraße 42a
www.bibelwelt.at

The castle lift isn’t just an
amusement ride going up
the mountain and back
down to the valley: with the
FestungsCard you also get
the audio guide tour that
navigates you through the
fortress incl. the torture
chamber, the battlements,
the marionette museum
and more.
Festungsgasse 4
www.festungsbahn.at

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine
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Shopping

Der Grünmarkt
This lovely market is open
daily (except Sundays) and
is a great spot for Salzburger
people watching. Ideally,
you’ll nab yourselves one of
the two tables at the quaint
café just in front of Mozart’s
birthplace. Indulge in some

of the best wurst at the
nearby sausage stands.
Universitätsplatz
www.salzburg.info/de/
shopping/maerkte
Eat and Drink

Die Weisse
The home-brewed wheat
beer and local standards
such as Schweinsbratl (roast
pork) with Semmelknödel
(bread dumplings) & SpeckKrautsalat (bacon coleslaw)
are pretty darn good, and
they have plenty of room
for larger groups looking
for a fun time. For those
looking for a quieter spot,
check out the numerous little
restaurants strewn around
town, e.g., the Humboldt
Stubn on Gstättengasse 4.
Rupertgasse 10
www.dieweisse.at

Salzburg
Sightseeing

Nightlife

Eat and Drink

Fortress HohenSalzburg

Shamrock Irish Pub

Stiegl Brewery

The city’s famed landmark is
the largest well-preserved
castle throughout Central
Europe. Once you’ve reached
the top (save energy with
the castle lift), the view is
spectacular and the museum
shows how the castle
functioned. The evening gives
way to the ever-popular Best
of Mozart Castle Concerts.
Mönchsberg 34
www.festung-salzburg.at

Shamrock is just one of the
many clubs in Salzburg’s old
town. Night owls generally
flock to the Rudolfskai street
along the river. Many bars
and cafés around here are
open till 2 am or later.
Rudolfskai 12
www.shamrocksalzburg.com

Salzburg’s oldest private
brewery still supplies the
surrounding restaurants
daily with two horse-drawn
carts. The Stiegl-Brauwelt is
ultra-modern: a 270 degree
Stiegl brewery-cinema,
the famous beer tower and
a beer tasting takes you
into the art of brewing.
Bräuhausstraße 9
www.stiegl.at

Museum

Museum der Moderne
Salzburg – Mönchsberg
& Rupertinum
The Museum der Moderne
houses 20th and 21st century
art at two prominent locations:
at the baroque Rupertinum
in the middle of the old town
and at the modern facility
perched on the Mönchsberg,
with a spectacular view over
Salzburg.
Mönchsberg 32
www.museumdermoderne.at
Sightseeing

Palace Hellbrunn and
the Trick Fountains
This isn’t just any palace, it’s
a pleasure palace of the late
Renaissance. Even back then
people already needed a place
to rest, to celebrate or just
to enjoy themselves. Today
anyone can visit this domicile,
stroll through the park and
enjoy the water games. Season
starts 1 April.
Fürstenweg 37
www.hellbrunn.at

Eat and Drink

Sporer
Inside and outside of the
narrowest building along the
Getreidegasse, the spirits and
wine store Sporer, Salzburger
natives convene on Fridays
after work for beer and wine.
Visitors may also try an herbliqueur or the orange punch
made after grandma Sporer’s
original recipe from 1927.
Getreidegasse 39
www.sporer.at

Eat and Drink

Stieglkeller
The best view of the old
town can be had in this
shaded beer garden. On
ahot summer’s day, it’s the
ideal reprieve after visiting
the fortress above.
Festungsgasse 10
www.restaurant-stieglkeller.
at

salzburg.info
The Stage of the World: Mozart, Salzburg Festival,
The Sound of Music
   
  

Renaissancegarten, Kurgarten
Festung HohenSalzburg
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Melanie Isabella Kogler
Altstadt, Europark
Salzburger Nockerl, Salzburger Mozartkugel
Salzbach, Leopoldskroner Weiher
single ticket: from 1.90 €, day ticket: from 3.80 €
a&o Salzburg
Fanny-von-Lehnert-Straße 4
A-5020 Salzburg
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Stuttgart

Sightseeing

Sightseeing

Museum

Bohnenviertel

Killesbergbahn

Kunstmuseum

Between Charlottenplatz
Located in the northern
and Leonhardsplatz lies
part of Stuttgart, the
this historical quarter with
Killesberg high-altitude
its gorgeous buildings and
park is a wonderful
idyllic courtyard gardens.
excursion destination for
Take a stroll down the sweet
the entire family. Its historic
alleyways and discover the
Killesbergbahn (mountain
many little galleries, boutiques, railway) will take you on
art studios and second-hand
an unforgettable ride from
bookshops. This area also
April to October.
offers manifold culinary
www.killesbergbahn.de
delights in charming locales,
cafés and wine taverns.

Reaching back to the
Swabian impressionists of
the 19th century, through
classical modernism up
until contemporary art. This
summe, a scecial exhibition
presents “Mixed Realities.
Virtuel and Real Worlds in Art”
(5 May – 26 August 2018).
Kleiner Schloßplatz 13
www.kunstmuseum-stuttgart.
de

StuttCard 24h · 48h · 72h

Stuttgart Welcome-Ticket · Stuttgart all inclusive

· Freier Eintritt in alle Museen
· Attraktive Vergünstigungen
· Optional:
mit ÖPNV

Preise

Dauer
24h
StuttCard (ohne ÖPNV)
17EUR
StuttCard PLUS (mit ÖPNV) 27EUR

48h
22EUR
37EUR

72h
27EUR
47EUR

Verkaufsstellen

A&O Stuttgart City · Rosensteinstr. 14/16 · 70191 Stuttgart
Tourist Information i-Punkt · Königstr. 1a · 70173 Stuttgart
www.stuttgart-tourist.de/stuttcard
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Stuttgart
Shopping

Outletcity Metzingen
Just beyond Stuttgart’s
city limits, you’ll encounter
Europe’s largest outlet city.
Boss, Oakley, Timberland…
all the big names in fashion,
life-style, design, culinary
arts and premium shopping
are encapsulated within an
innovative architectural
design. Thu, Fri and Sat
a shopping shuttle runs
4 times between Stuttgart
and Metzingen each way.
Go and get your bargains!
Reutlinger Str. 63,
72555 Metzingen
www.outletcity.com
Nightlife

Sky Beach
On the top parking level (D2)
of the Galeria Kaufhof parking
garage, you’ll discover the
popular rooftop bar with
beach vibes. The Bildzeitung
newspaper exclaimed, “this
city beach gives you wings” –
even so, we recommend you
don’t jump down.
Königstr. 6
www.skybeach.de
Culture

Stadtbibliothek
Stuttgart
Stuttgart’s newest meeting
place – not just for oldschool bookworms – is the
shimmering blue book temple
in the quarter of Stuttgart 21.
The interior is so stunning
that many film teams want to
use it as a film location. Great
spots for digital nomads are

also the rooftop terrace (with
a view overlooking the train
station construction site), the
café LesBar, the Klangstudio
and the countless reading and
internet workspaces.
Mailänder Platz 1
www1.stuttgart.de

Museum

Staatsgalerie
One of Germany’s most
visited museums, with a
focus on 20th century art.
Konrad-Adenauer-Str. 30–32
www.staatsgalerie.de
Eat and Drink

Stuttgarter Weindorf

Tante Lenes
Maultaschen

29 August – 9 September
2018. At the Markt and
Schillerplatz, surrounding the
Alte Schloss, there is once
again over 500 Baden and
Württemberg wines. It’s best
to start with a Trollinger to go
with Kässpätzle, Maultaschen
or Schupfnudeln.
Kirchstr.
www.stuttgarter-weindorf.de

The classic local dish has to
be the Swabian Maultaschen
(raviolis). At Tante Lenes,
they’re still made after a
traditional family recipe, but
they also have many other
modern variations of Swabian
cuisine.
Esslinger Str. 8
www.tante-lenes-maultaschen.
de

Event

stuttgart.de
Capital city of Baden-Württemberg, wine and car
manufacturers (Mercedes Benz & Porsche).
   

  

Höhenpark Killesberg, Schlossgarten, Stadtpark
Vaihingen, Naturpark Schwäbisch-Fränkischer Wald,
Fernmeldeturm am Frauenkopf, Karlshöhe,
Schillerlinde, Killesbergturm
Wilhelm Hauff, Carl Benz, Richard von Weizsäcker,
Hegel
Königstraße, Eberhardstraße
Spätzle, Maultaschen, Schupfnudeln, Flädlesuppe,
wine, Zwiebelkuchen, Apfelküchle
Neckar, Max-Eyth-See, Parkseen
single ticket: from 2.50 €, day ticket: from 7 €
group ticket 5 pers.: 12.30 €
a&o Stuttgart City
Rosensteinstraße 14/16
D-70191 Stuttgart
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Venice

Nightlife

Museum

Nightlife

AquAlta

Ca’ Pesaro

Venice’s modern-day sister,
Mestre (on the mainland), is
especially popular among
young Italians. The modern
style, trendy clientele and
great selection of aperitifs
make this a great spot to kick
off the evening.
Piazza Barche, 37 / Mestre
www.aqualta.it

Ca’ Pesaro, a baroque palace
sitting directly on the Canal
Grande, serves today as a
museum for modern art with
paintings and sculptures from
the 19th and 20th centuries.
Of particular interest is the
Oriental section with art from
Japan, China and Indonesia.
Santa Croce, 2076
www.capesaro.visitmuve.it

Campo San Giacomo
di Rialto

Eat and Drink

Bacareto da Lele
Whether for breakfast, lunch
or dinner, this wine bar
never ceases to please us:
sandwiches or panini for 1 €
and wine starting from 60ct.
There’s no seating here, so
you can just enjoy your drinks
and snacks right on the canal.
Campo dei Tolentini, 183 /
Santa Croce
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Eat and Drink

Caffè La Serra
If you need a reprieve from
all the narrow alleyways,
enter this garden locale that
impresses with its very own
green house.
Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 1254 /
Castello
www.serradeigiardini.org

The nightlife is never dull in
the proximity of this square,
with fancy cocktail bars and
other options for a late-night
snack. One of the few spots
where you can actually sit at
the Canal Grande.
Campo San Giacomo di Rialto
Nightlife

Campo Santa
Margherita
The student quarter is just
right for those epic, yet costcontrolled evenings. It’s
loaded with bars and clubs
where the local students
also come out and play in the
evening. Generally speaking,
you’re more likely to meet
Venetians rather than tourists
around here. Aside from all

Venice
the locales for dancing, the
early evening is a great time
to score some aperitivos
and antipasti from one of
the affordable restaurants
here. For instance, at Paridso
Perdutto: their osteria pairs
a wonderful atmosphere
with Venice’s finest seafood.
Monday nights feature live
concerts, when sipping wine
on the canal tastes especially
good. At Pizza al Volo you can
get a great pizza starting at
5 € (a smaller piece to-go for
2 €) and then you can enjoy
it on the lovely square facing
the pizzeria.
Campo Santa Margherita
Eat and Drink

Dal Moro’s
Fresh Pasta To Go
Fresh pasta and sauces with
your choice of toppings! The
restaurant (just 4 walking
minutes from St. Mark’s) has
next to no seating capacity,
so ideally grab yourselves a
pasta-box and a sunny spot
at the nearest canal.
Calle De La Casseleria, 5324 /
Castello
www.dalmorosfreshpastatogo.
com
Eat and Drink

Dodo Caffee
A winning combination of
great house wine, live music
and dipping one’s feet into the
canal? That’s Dodo Caffee!
Off the tourist-beaten path,
and yet easy enough to find.
Fondamenta Dei Ormesini,
2845 / Cannaregio

Eat and Drink

Museum

Frulala

Murano Museo del
Vetro – Glass Museum

Crepes, cocktails, fruit cups
and smoothies from 5 €. This
fruity oasis is your one-stop
shop for recharging the old
battery.
Calle de L’oca, 4426 /
Cannaregio
www.frulala.com
Eat and Drink

La Bottiglia
An easy-going Italian
atmosphere with antipasti and
all kinds of mixed plates that
attracts quite a few locals.
Add in their fine regional
wine selection for a winning
combination.
Campo San Stin, 2537 /
San Polo
Eat and Drink

Marchini Time
Tasty pastries, succulent
cakes, fresh croissants and of
course: coffee from Italy, just
the way we like it!
Calle de San Luca, 4598 /
San Marco
Shopping

Mercato di Rialto
The market halls of the Rialto
fish market date back to 1097,
and are open daily (minus
Sundays) with the likes of
fresh fish, shellfish, fruit,
vegetables, baked goods and
spices. The action kicks off in
the early morning hours when
fishmongers begin hawking
their haul.
Campo della Pescaria,
Ponte di Rialto / San Polo

The small island of Murano,
just northeast of the old town,
is well-known for its glass
blowing workshops. You can
go visit them and then check
out the museum with over
1000 years of glassblowing
art. Then just hop over to the
next island, Burano, cause
you can’t leave without a
picture of the gorgeous row
of colorful house facades.
Fondamenta Marco Giustinian,
8 / Murano
www.museovetro.visitmuve.it
Eat and Drink

Osteria Al Squero
This Italian wine bar is hardly
a well-kept secret, though
delicious and affordable:
Aperol Spritz costs just
2.50 €! With a view of the last
Venetian gondola boatyard,
you can navigate through an
array of Cicchetti (Venetian
tapas). In the evenings, it is
very popular with the locals.
Fondamenta Nani, 943 – 944 /
Dorsoduro
www.osteriaalsquero.
wordpress.com
Eat and Drink

Osteria La Zucca
Amidst a vivacious ambience,
you can enjoy traditional
Venetian cuisine. Between all
of their creative dishes, they
also offer a nice selection of
vegetarian meals; a welcome
change from all the pizza and
pasta. The osteria sits nearby
the Campo San Giacomo.
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Venice

Museum

Palazzo Ducale –
Dogenpalast
Nowadays a museum, it
was formerly the Doge’s
residence in Venice, the
Court of Justice, a prison
and even the government
of the Venetian Republic
convened here. Today, one
can behold the interiors,
the majestic steps and the
government quarters to get
a feel for Venice’s former
pomp and influence during
a period spanning centuries.
At the entrance, there’s
almost always a long line so
it’s advisable to start your
day here early. For those
looking to sleep in: Fridays
and Saturdays, they’re open
until 23h.
San Marco, 1
www.palazzoducale.visitmuve.
it
Museum

Peggy Guggenheim
Collection
The museum in Palazzo
Venier dei Leoni has been
open to the public since
1951. Peggy Guggenheim’s
collection with American and
European art from early to
mid 19th century is on display
here. She lived in this house
on the Canale Grande with
her husband, the artist Max
Ernst. Especially idyllic is the
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garden behind the historical
edifice with its countless
sculptures.
Palazzo Venier dei Leoni
701 – 704 / Dorsoduro
www.guggenheim-Venice.it
Buildings & Parks

Piazza San Marco
St. Mark’s is Venice’s largest
and most famous square
and landmark. Similar to
the rest of the old town, this
square is one big pedestrian
zone. There’s a whole range
of worthwhile attractions:
the Doge’s Palace, Porta
della Carta (connected to St.
Mark’s Basilica), Procuratie
Nuove, Biblioteca Marciana
and the Campanile – the bell
tower with the gorgeous view
overlooking Venice.
Piazza San Marco
Eat and Drink

Pizzeria La Taverna
This restaurant is the perfect
stop for an aperitivo. From
18 – 20h you can get a drink
of choice for 5 €, plus access
to their buffet. The plastic
plates don’t detract from the
delicious flavors and great
atmosphere. The restaurant’s
sidewalk offers a fantastic
view of the Rialto bridge.
Via Tiro 9 / Lido
Sightseeing

Ponte di Rialto
The Rialto Bridge is one of
the best-known structures
and one of the oldest bridges
in Venice. It straddles
the districts of San Polo
and San Marco above the

you get
what
you
need.

aohostels.com

Definitely reserve a table
in advance!
Calle del Tentor, 1762 /
Santa Croce
www.lazucca.it

bed
from
12€
everyone can travel

a&o

Canal Grande. Here you’ll
find masses of tourists,
practically all the time, who
come to admire this feat of
architecture. It was erected
over 400 years ago with the
help of ca. 12,000 pillars
rammed into the ground.
Sestiere San Polo
Buildings & Parks

Ponte die Sospiri –
Bridge of Sighs
The Ponte dei Sospiri,
meaning bridge of sighs,
derives its name from the
notion that prisoners on their
way to their execution would
pass this bridge, where they
would stop and look out over
the open lagoon one last
time and sigh. Still today the
bridge connects the Doge’s
Palace with the Prigioni nuove
(Venice’s new prison) and
hangs over the Rio di Palazzo.
A terrific view of the covered
bridge can be had from the
Ponte della Paglia.
Piazza San Marco 1

Venice
Buildings & Parks

San Giorgio Maggiore
San Giorgio Maggiore is one
of the islands surrounding
Venice. Very few tourists
actually make it here though.
And to think it only takes
about 5 minutes with the
Vaporetto from San Marco.
The island offers an amazing
panorama vantage point
of Venice that can only be
outdone by the bell tower
of St. Mark’s (entrance 6 €).
Just the place to escape the
tourist masses of Venice for
a few hours and indulge in
the sleepy atmosphere of the
neighboring island.
Isola San Giorgio Maggiore
Eat and Drink

Soul Kitchen
The way back to a&o always
leads to the train station
Mestre, and just across the
street to the left you can eat
exceptionally well: mussels,
spaghetti, beef tagliata,
grilled veggies…
Viale Stazione, 38
www.soulkitchencafe.com

products. Nevertheless, one
has to have seen it: red
escalators course through
4 stories of this unique
historical building up to
the publicly accessible roof
terrace. From up here, you’ll
enjoy spectacular views
overlooking Venice and her
adjacent islands.
Calle del Fontego,
Ponte di Rialto / San Polo
www.dfs.com
Nightlife

TAG Club
Just the right club for you.
Not simply due to its location
in Mestre, close to a&o, but
also because you love dancing
the night away to Electro and
live Jazz acts.
Via Giustizia, 19 / Mestre

With 15 routes, these various
water vessels (motorboats,
motor ships and steamboats)
are a great alternative to the
prohibitively pricey gondolas.
Line 1 is probably the most
interesting. It runs along the
Canal Grande and allows you
to marvel all the gorgeous
palazzi here. In 45 minutes
you reach the Rialto bridge
(from Sant’Elena), just enough
time to get all those great
shots. The water buses are
also ideal for accessing
Venice’s neighboring islands.
It costs 7.50 € for 75 minutes
(excl. return trip), a day trip
costs 16 €. Tickets can be
purchased at every stop, and
at all bars and tobacco shops
with the ACTV sign.

venice-tourism.com
The lagoon city with gondolas, carnival, biennale and
Murano glass.
   

Shopping

T Fondaco Dei Tedeschi
This stunning house was once
the trading hub for German
merchants. In recent years,
it has served numerous
functions, most recently as
head office for the postal
service. After extensive
renovations, it reopened as
a luxury department store in
2016 with mostly unaffordable
high fashion and beauty

Sightseeing

Vaporetto

  

Giardini Pubblici, Parco Pubblico s Giuliano
Basilica di San Marco, Palazzo Ducal (Dogenpalast),
Ponte di Rialto (Rialtobrücke), Ponte dei Sospiri
(Seufzerbrücke)
Marco Polo, Tizian, Casanova, Vivaldi
Dorsoduro, San Polo
Baccalà Mantecato, Cicheti, Frittelle
Canal Grande, Laguna di Venezia
vaporetto one way, 75 min. 7.50 €,
day ticket vaporetto + bus: 20 €
airport-express Venice marco polo - mestre 8 €
a&o Venedig Mestre
Corso del Popolo 148
I-30172 Venedig
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Vienna

Eat and Drink

Eat and Drink

Akakiko

Café Hawelka

Relaxed, light and healthconscious in Vienna. For
instance, with the sushi,
bonsai lunch and lemon
grass ginger tea.
Heidenschuss 3
www.akakiko.at

Artists, literati and
intellectuals flock to the
city’s arguably most famous
coffee house. Time just
seems to stand still here.
The preserved art nouveau
décor, excellent coffee
and homemade Buchteln
(pastries with filling) … once
you go Hawelka, you never
go elsewhere.
Dorotheergasse 6
www.hawelka.at

Museum

Albertina
Besides the permanent
“Monet to Picasso” there are
alway important exhibiitions
about single artists like
“Keith Haring” (16 March –
24 June 2018) or “Claude
Monet” (21 September 2018 –
6 January 2019).
Albertinaplatz 1
www.albertina.at
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Eat and Drink

Der Reinprecht
Viennese hospitality at its
best. For many, the historical
Reinprecht has become
the perfect example of a
typical Viennese “Heurige”
restaurant. Visitors are

treated to a joyous
atmosphere with Viennese
music, excellent wines and
traditional delicacies from
the cold and warm buffet as
well as a spacious garden and
cozy little rooms with enough
space for up to 600 guests.
Cobenzlgasse 22
www.weinbau-reinprecht.at
Event

Donauinselfest
22 – 24 June 2018. The openair highlight of the year, with
musical gems for every taste.
Easy arrival and departure:
starting at a&o-Stadthalle,
simply take the U6-subway,
station “Neue Donau”.
Extended subway schedules
for the occasion!
Donauinsel
www.donauinselfest.at

Vienna
Eat and Drink

Eissalon Zanoni
This is where the famous
apricot-ice cream dumplings
are made.
Währinger Gürtel 3
www.zanoni.co.at

turtles, sharks and piranhas.
Other highlights are the
Krokipark and the tropical
house.
Esterházypark, FritzGrünbaum-Platz 1
www.haus-des-meeres.at

Eat and Drink

Sightseeing

Figlmüller

Karl Marx-Hof –
Waschsalon Nr. 2

This traditional establishment
just behind the Stephansdom
is famous for its gigantic
servings – you’ll probably
have to ask for a doggie bag.
They even have the original
Wiener Schnitzel; the plate is
underneath, even if you don’t
see it.
Wollzeile 5
www.figlmueller.at
Nightlife

Flex
Perhaps the most rocking
Austrian club ever. Electro
freaks like Peter Kruder
and Michael Mayer draw
ridiculous crowds. Parties
almost daily down by the
Danube, Wednesdays mostly
live acts with fair cover
charge. If it’s all too much for
you in the big hall, take refuge
in the café (opens at 9pm).
Am Donaukanal,
Augartenbrücke 1
www.flex.at
Buildings & Parks

Haus des Meeres –
Aqua Terra Zoo
An activity for 365 days a
year: here you can see about
10,000 species of freshwater
and saltwater fish, but also

The permanent exhibition
“Red Vienna” illustrates social
housing after World War I.
Between 1919 and 1934,
social democrats governed
the city with an absolute
majority, and today Vienna
is red once more: since
1945 and without interruption,
the social democrats have
held the offices of mayor
while maintaining the city
council’s majority. The tem
porary exhibit “Press and
Proletariat: Social Democratic
Newspapers in Red Vienna”
(until 8 April 2018).
Halteraugasse 7
www.dasrotewien-waschsalon.
at
Shopping

Kaufhaus Steffl
The shopping paradise
in Vienna! Take the glass
elevator that’ll lift you up
to the 7th heaven, well…,
7th floor of course and there
you’ll experience one of
Vienna’s most magnificent
panoramas. The café, bar
and restaurant operate
under the name “SKY Bar”.
Kärntner Str. 19
www.steffl-vienna.at

Museum

Leopold Museum
The world’s largest Egon
Schiele collection is just
one of many reasons to
pay the Leopold Museum a
visit. Another are the special
exhibitions. In 2018, 100 years
after his death, a special
exhibition is dedicated to
him, “The Jubilee Show”
(3 March – 4 November 2018).
Another good reson to visit
this museum are the special
exhibitions like “Vienna 1900!
Klimt – Moser – Gerstl –
Kokoschka” (until 10 June
2018).
Museumsplatz 1
www.leopoldmuseum.org
Museum

Lower Belvedere
After a visit of Klimt, Kupka,
Picasso and others at the
Obere (upper level) Belvedere,
why not continue and pay a
visit to the special exhibitions
at Unteres (lower level)
Belvedere. Don’t miss the
special exhibitions “Beyond
Klimt” (23 March – 26 August
2018) and then “Donna
Huanca. Performance and
Installation” (28 September
2018 – 6 January 2019).
Rennweg 6
www.belvedere.at
Culture

MQ Museumsquartier
The cultural areal facing
Maria-Theresien-Platz
continues to become one
of Vienna’s most happening
places. Multiple museums,
art, culture and plenty
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Vienna
amusement – this is a hotspot
for the Viennese youth, and
they sure enjoy those colorful
plastic sofas outside in the
summer time. MQ Summer
presents a boule area,
AQUADROM, frame [o]ut
digital summer screenings
and Weekend Sounds with
international DJs.
Museumsplatz 1/5
www.mqw.at
Nightlife

Roxy
Soul, Funk, R’n’B und HipHop:
Roxy has everything you need
if you like dancing. Moreover,
it’s also a great place to have
an after-work beer.
Faulmanngasse 2
www.roxyclub.org

Eat and Drink

Sand in the City
Beach volleyball, cool drinks
under palms on the finest
sand, and evenings bring DJs
to the biggest beach club in
town.
Lothringerstr. 22
www.sandinthecity.at
Buildings & Parks

Schönbrunn Palace

“Imperial Tour”: Visit Kaiser
Franz Joseph and his wife
Elisabeth (Sisi) in their
Rococo-Palace Schönbrunn.
This guided tour through
22 rooms is made for those
who don’t have the time to
see everything.
Schönbrunner Schlossstr.
www.schoenbrunn.at
Museum

Sigmund Freud
Museum

In former times a castle
of the Habsburg dynasty,
Schönbrunn today is one of
the most visited and most
popular sights in Vienna.
The castle and the garden
belong to UNESCO’s World
Cultural Heritage Sites since
1996. We recommend the

Once upon a time, the
founder of psychoanalysis
used to live and work here.
Nowadays the house hosts an
exposition on Sigmund Freud
and his insights.
Berggasse 19
www.freud-museum.at

Mit den ÖBB Nachtreisezügen Europa entdecken.
rald Eise

nberger

Wien München

Foto: Ha

Innsbruck

Zürich

Berlin

Venedig

Hamburg

Rom

Mailand

Infos und Buchung auf nightjet.com
* Ab-Preis im Sitzwagen 2. Klasse pro Person und Richtung inkl. Sitzplatzreservierung, kontingentiertes und zuggebundenes Angebot, max. 6 Monate (180 Tage) vor Fahrtantritt buchbar. Liege- bzw.
Bettplatz sowie Auto- und Motorradtransport (sofern verfügbar) sind aufpreispflichtig. Keine Ermäßigungen. Umtausch, Stornierung und Erstattung ausgeschlossen. Es gelten die Tarifbestimmungen
der ÖBB-Personenverkehr AG. Tickets und Informationen erhältlich auf nightjet.com, bei ÖBB Vertriebspartnern, jedem ÖBB Ticketschalter oder beim ÖBB Kundenservice 0043 5 1717.
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Vienna
Museum

Museum

Shopping

Sisi-Museum

Time Travel Vienna

Tu Felix Austria

It should be made mandatory
for visitors of Vienna to
check out the Sisi Museum
in Vienna’s Hofburg or the
empress’s apartment.
Hofburg, Michaelerkuppel
www.hofburg-wien.at

Enigmatic subterranean world.
In the former wine cellars of
the Salvatorian Monastery,
a tour guide will take you
through 2000 years of Vienna’s
fascinating history. Featuring
multimedia shows, 5D-cinema,
animatronic shows… who said
history had to be boring?
Habsburgergasse 10a
www.timetravel-vienna.at

For the ultimate Vienna
souvenir: men’s underwear in
Lederhosen-look. What every
smart-looking fellow always
dreamed of: deer antlers on
his underwear.
Schottenfeldgasse 35
www.tufelixaustria.at

Culture

Spanish Riding School
In 2015, the Spanish Riding
School celebrates its 450th
anniversary. Originally, it was
established for the riding
lessons of the imperial family.
Today it is committed to the
preservation of classical
horsemanship. Tickets are
available between 25 an 217 €.
Michaelerplatz 1
www.srs.at
Eat and Drink

Strudels
This establishment bakes
fresh life into the beloved
strudel. Everyone knows the
legendary apple strudel, but
these new strudel creations
have arrived just in time.
Siebensterngasse 58
www.strudls.com

stay up-to-date
with our new app
Inhouse Magazine

Sightseeing

Twin City Liner

Sightseeing

Tram D
Sightseeing mustn’t be a
drag. This line takes you from
central station (just around the
corner from a&o) directly to
the attractions around the Ring
and to the Heurigenviertel
Nussdorf as well.
www.wien.gv.at/spaziergang/
ringlinien/ringrouted.html

Bratislava is so close: take the
speedboat across the Danube
and reach the Slovakian
capital (only 55 km) in just
1 ¼ hour – from downtown to
downtown. On this short trip
along the pretty shoreland, it
becomes evident how small
our beloved Europe really is.
A fantastic outing!
Handelskai 265
www.twincityliner.com

wien.gv.at
Federal capital of Austria and capital of the AustroHungarian Monarchy (1867 – 1918).
   

  

Prater, Türkenschanzpark, Donaupark,
Kurpark Oberlaa, Pötzleinsdorfer Schlosspark
Stephansdom, Donauturm, Riesenrad, DC Tower
Johann Strauss, Gustav Klimt, Sigmund Freud
Mariahilfer Straße, Graben, Kohlmarkt
Wiener Schnitzel, Sachertorte, Palatschinken
(pancakes filled with jam)
Donau (Danube)
single ticket: from 2.60 €, day ticket: from 8 €
2 day ticket: 14.10 €
a&o Wien Stadthalle		
Lerchenfelder Gürtel 9 – 11
A-1160 Wien		

a&o Wien Hbf
Sonnwendgasse 13 – 15
A-1100 Wien
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Weimar

Sightseeing

Memorial

Culture

Belvedere
Express City Tour

Buchenwald Memorial

Duchess Anna Amalia
Library

A city tour the unconventional
way – not just for nostalgics:
aboard these charming buses
from the 20’s, you’ll see the
most important UNESCO
world heritage sites of
Weimar and travel through
the various epochs of the
city’s past. Qualified tour
guides and exclusive film
material on board makes this
an all-around sightseeing
treat for guests big and small.
Markt 2
www.belvedere-express.de
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In 1937, the national socialist
regime constructed the con
centration camp Buchenwald
just a few kilometers away
from Weimar. 250,000 people
were detained here and
56,000 lost their lives. One
can tour the former camp
grounds with a stone quarry,
the cemetary of death
from the Soviet internment
camp, the group of figures
monument by Fritz Cremer
and the cemetary. The
history of Buchenwald is
recounted by 4 permanent
exhibits: Concentration camp
Buchenwald (1937 – 1945),
Soviet Internment Camp
(1945 – 1950), the Art Exhibit
and the Exhibit on the History
of Buchenwald.
Gedenkstätte Buchenwald
www.buchenwald.de

The Duchess Anna Amalia
Library has a collection of
ca. 1 million volumes. Its
emphasis lies on Germany’s
cultural and literary history
from 1750 – 1850. Some of
these gems include medieval
manuscripts, pamphlets from
the Reformation, a collection
of family registers and bibles
including the first complete
edition of the Lutheran bible
translation from 1534. The
historical building with the
famed Rococo hall joined
the list of UNESCO world
heritage sites in 1998.
Platz der Demokratie 1
www.klassik-stiftung.de

Weimar
Culture

Eat and Drink

Culture

Galli Theater Weimar

Köstritzer
Schwarzbierhaus

Lichthaus Kino im
Straßenbahndepot

Well, of course you’ll find
excellent Schwarzbier here
on tap, but there’s a good
chance it’ll end up on your
plate (best Schwarzbier
sauce). The fare is thoroughly
Thuringia, the ambience is
authentically rustic and the
service friendly to boot. And
even if it’s too down-to-earth
sounding for your taste, you
should nonetheless come
check out their tavern’s
impressive timber framed
façade that dates back to
1547.
Scherfgasse 4
www.koestritzerschwarzbierhaus-weimar.de

Definitely not your run-ofthe-mill cineplex, but rather
a charming motion-picture
theater. The industrial
building of the former electric
power plant has transitioned
well to cinema. They screen
a refreshing slate of films
(in original language with
subtitles) with terrific
sound. The service and bar
are outstanding leaving the
audience with nothing left
to be desired.
Am Kirschberg 4
www.lichthaus.info

This theater offers a cheeky,
charming entertainment
program for adults and
kids alike. On the docket
are evening performances,
prevention theater and English
theater as well as workshops.
Hunger pangs can be
addressed on-site: the theater
is located inside the restaurant
Shakespeare.
Windischen Str. 4 – 6
www.galli-weimar.de
Eat and Drink

Gelateria Giancarlo
Facing the Schillerhaus, next to
the Gänsemännchenbrunnen,
presenting the nicest ice cream
parlor in the city.
Schillerstr. 11
www.gelateria-giancarlo.de
Museum

Goethe National Museum
The Goethe Nationalmuseum
should be obligatory for every
visitor of Weimar. It illustrates
the life and complexity of
Goethe as a person, poet,
statesman, art collector and
scientist. His historical domicile
at Frauenplan contains parts of
his art and science collections
and his private library as well.
Two other museum buildings
contain the permanent
exhibition “Lebensfluten –
Tatensturm” (Flood of Life –
Storm of Deeds) with valuable
original works from Goethe’s
personal estate.
Frauenplan 1
www.klassik-stiftung.de

Culture

Köstritzer Spiegelzelt
Every year from May through
June, the resplendent
Dutch mirrored tent at
Beethovenplatz becomes
the epicenter of Weimar’s
cultural scene: theater,
cabaret, music. Artistic
director Martin Kranz
invites the big name stage
performers to the otherwise
quiet town, and the crowd
goes wild. The gorgeous
park surrounding the tent
serves as a consolation prize
for those who couldn’t get
their hands on some of those
coveted tickets.
Beethovenplatz
www.koestritzerspiegelzelt.de

Museum

Nebra Sky Disc
The Nebra Ark is the visitor’s
center for the Nebra Sky
Disk’s place of discovery, a
small town roughly 50 km
from Weimar. Within the
architecturally stunning
building, a multimedia
presentation recounts the
history of the bronze disk
that was unearthed by grave
robbers in 1999. Forged over
3600 years ago, it represents
the oldest concrete depiction
of our cosmos and is clearly
a spectacular archaelogical
find. The astronomical
interpretation of the Sky Disk
is elucidated in the in-house
planetarium.
An der Steinklöbe 16,
06642 Nebra
www.himmelsscheibeerleben.de
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Weimar
Museum

Buildings & Parks

Old Synagogue Erfurt

Saalfelder Feengrotten

The Alte Synagoge in Erfurt’s
old town counts as the oldest
synagogue in Central Europe
that has been preserved
up to its roof, standing
for over 900 years. It also
features a medieval mikveh
(Jewish ritual immersion
bath) which was discovered
during construction work
in 2007. Today its rooms
function as a permanent
exhibition on Jewish life in
Erfurt with documentation
of the synagogue’s building
history. The cellar vault
contains the Erfurter Schatz
considered to be some of the
best conserved treasure from
medieval Europe. It turned up
in 1998 during excavations on
a neighboring property.
Waagegasse 8, 99084 Erfurt
www.juedisches-leben.erfurt.
de
Eat and Drink

Roxanne Cafe Bar

KOSTENFREIER NAHVERKEHR
IN WEIMAR | VIELE WICHTIGE
MUSEEN INKLUSIVE | KOSTENFREIE STADTFÜHRUNG

Erhältlich in der
Tourist Information Weimar
Markt 10
Telefon +49 (0) 3643 745 0
tourist-info@weimar.de

WWW.WEIMAR.DE
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This music and internet
café, located directly at
Weimarer Marktplatz, offers
a lot more than endless
varieties of coffee, tea & cold
drinks: a huge shop window
and 3 internet PCs offer a
clear view of the Weimarer
Marktplatz, and not to
mention the great, world
wide web.
Markt 21
www.markt21.org/roxanne

The Feengrotten caves
resulted from the mining
of Alaunschiefer. Following
the closure of the mine, the
tunnels were left untouched
and colorful limestone caves
formed. Follow the short,
narrow passages and descend
many steps to reach the lowest
depths where underground
lakes reside. Warm clothes
and reliable footwear goes
without saying. Undergound
in the Heilstollen (healing
cave) you will benefit
from the pristine air. In the
“Erlebnismuseum Grottoneum”
above you can acquire a truck
load of knowledge about
mining.
Feengrottenweg 2,
07318 Saalfeld
www.feengrotten.de
Museum

Schiller Museum
The Schiller Museum consists
of Schiller’s residence, which
he purchased just a few
years prior to his passing in
1802, and the museum on the
north side of the building. His
residence features the exhibit
“Schiller in Thüringen” which
covers the life and oeuvre of
the poet. The museum was
one of the very few newly
constructed museums in the
GDR and originally, it was
entirely devoted to the work
of Schiller. Today it houses
special exhibitions.
Schillerstr. 12
www.klassik-stiftung.de

Weimar
Nightlife

Buildings & Parks

Museum

Studentenclub
Kasseturm

Wartburg UNESCO –
World Heritage

Weimar House –
Where History Lives

Behind these proud walls of
Germany’s supposedly oldest
student club, the party crazed
run amok: you’ll encounter
genre-transcending (live)
music, an unconventional
vibe and fair student prices.
If you’re more of the stay-athome-type then just come
around with some friends to
watch Tatort, beat on some
drums or whatever else is
happening.
Goetheplatz 10
www.kasseturm.de

Approximately 80 km from
Weimar lies Eisenach and its
famous Wartburg. After a
400 m ascent, the Imperial
Palace and outer castle reveal
their blend of Romanesque,
Gothic, Renaissance and
Historicism. Joining the list of
UNESCO’s World Heritage of
Humanity in 1999, the castle
stands atop the plateau and
provides a marvelous view
from the South Tower or the
Powder Tower overlooking
the mountainous landscape
of Thuringia. You can also
view Luther’s room during a
tour.
Auf der Wartburg 1,
99817 Eisenach
www.wartburg.de

The exhibit in the Weimar
Haus offers various sceneries
to make Weimar’s history
more tangible. Supported
by wax figures from the
workshops of Madame
Tussaud and special effects,
you’ll experience the different
epochs and events of the
city’s history firsthand. It
serves as the perfect
springboard for deepening
your knowledge before taking
one of the 90 minute city
tours. The tours are tailored
to the groups and depend on
whether they’re school pupils
or adults.
Schillerstr. 16
www.Weimarhaus.de

Shopping

Thüfleiwa Apolda
Some just peer through the
shop window to admire their
lovely tiling. Others go inside
for the famous Thuringian
cuts and sausages.
Utenbacher Straße 18
www.thuefleiwa.de
Shopping

Ungezogen – Home of
Trashware and Piercing
As a counterpoint to world
heritage, Goethe and Schiller,
a 1 minute walk from the
historical Market brings
you to this stronghold for
piercing lovers and offbeat
style: possibly Thuringia’s
largest selection of piercing
jewelry, awesome clothes,
belt buckles, tons of pomade,
Rock ’n’ Roll and all kind of
knick-knacks for your car,
home and yard.
Schloßgasse 5
ungezogen.com

weimar.de
Last year was Weimar’s “500th Anniversary of the
Reformation”, but you can come at any time because
Goethe and Schiller were also here.
   

  

Park an der Ilm, Schlosspark and Orangerie
Belvedere
Bismarckturm Apolda & Jena
Friedrich Schiller, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,
Martin Luther
onion tart, Thüringer Klöße (dumplings),
grilled sausage, dark beer
Asbach, Ilm
single ticket from 2 €, day ticket from 5.10 €
group ticket 5 pers. 10 €
a&o Weimar
Buttelstedter Straße 27c
D-99427 Weimar
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BERLIN

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

try
the ne w
app

280 pages of information, city maps,
impressions, tips for your days and nights

best insider tips
stay up-to-date
with our new app

Young Berlin

you get it in good bookshops and here:
www.young-berlin.de Tel. +49-30-28 39 23 13
8.50 € - 280 pages, German or English

Die GlobusKundenkarte:

Your Berlin guidebook + app

Meine Welt, mein Einkauf,
meine Vorteile: Mein Globus!

Profitieren Sie auch bei
den A & O Hostels von
der Globus-Kundenkarte!
10 % Rabatt
bei unserem
Partner
A & O Hostels!

Registrieren und
Vorteile sichern!

Ihre Kundenkarte erhalten Sie an der
Information in Ihrem Globus-Markt
Die Teilnahmebedingungen für
„Mein Globus“ finden Sie online
unter www.globus.de/mein-globus
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Das ADAC Vorteilsprogramm: Clubkarte vorzeigen, Vorteile sichern.
Angebote und Informationen unter  0 800 5 10 11 12 (Mo. – Sa.: 8:00 – 20:00 Uhr),
auf www.adac.de/vorteile oder in jeder ADAC Geschäftsstelle.
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Why not send a real postcard? Directly from your smartphone!
With the world’s number 1 postcard app.
There’s nothing more personal. With the MyPostcard app you can send out your favourite photos on real
printed postcards directly from your smartphone. Just download the free app, design a postcard with your
own photos, add a personal message and send it worldwide immediately. Your postcard will be printed and
forwarded to the postal office within 24 hours. My Postcard - holiday greetings have never been so personal.

